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I hit 'Return'

at Twice the speed of Tan!!

What does the Toolkit offer?

GRAPHICS COMMANDS;-

x,y

x or
or

TEXT COMMANDS:-

Beginning there was a 32

screen, and

or Off Reverse video. Acts like last

OTHER FUNCT1ONS:-

had lying

there be light!”

could ) 
thepair of

I had 
to E2ED

t° x,y.
//INDRAW 

position to x,y.

//SYS n ; ’ :  
the USR(I) command is disabled

more than five then it gives

: This gives a Superscript on the next letter printed.
: The same but gives Subscript on the next letter.
. ON or OFF Underlining, if it was off then

an old Hebrew Dot-matrix 
Eric von Microchip, and

1 reset after a while
-~i are Very Simple, see N/L 

mods to BAS-EO itself. I then 
program, and converted ir to the Toolkit, the 

_i - .about fourfold or more, 
faster with the Toolkit than the Non-Toolkit

In The Beginning

CHhomCi

P.S. Am I the only Tugger out there in the land of Geoffrev 
‘ Boycott and Yorkshire Puddings? Is anyone else out there in

Yorkshire fed up of the blank looks given when you just happen 
mention Your System! (Inverted snobbery maybe but ProbablvS ?;upid‘ty!)- ,f there are -y of youy lot out’ thek Tn the

Satllle Hal7 iyanen°A arlte?°L' D°PpJe Ganger‘ Orchard Cottage.
| Saville Hall Lane, Dodworth, Barnsley, Yorks. S75 TNG

—2—

to the values given 
) and 

given be outside this area 
-s given.

— ------ 1 to x, if x is equal
: is less than zero or more

out there in the land of C
„ Is anyone else out there

up of the blank looks given when j—
snobbery maybe, but Probably

y go beyond their respective limits of 
an ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR

. . JIr\the Beginning there was a 32 x 16 screen with chunky 
P graphics, and the Lord Tug was displeased, and said,

rreATed eth?hDreoi be Pro£ramrriable Characters”, and behold, he 
created the PGM, and the people of the land of Microtan said 
Praise be the Lord Tug, for he has set us free from the burden 

of chunky pixels”.

#CLS : This clears the screen and Homes the cursor 
does NOT clear the Microtan screen (Oh! Our Lord is wise).

//HOME : This moves the Cursor to the top left-hand corner 
of the screen but leaves screen contents as they are.

#UP, //DOWN, //LEFT, //RIGHT : What more need I sav???
//WINDOW lo,hi : This sets a window on the screen, if the 

cursor is out of the window then it is brought to the top left 
hand corner of the window,

#CURS row,col : This sets the cursor 1 ■'
taking into allowance the current window (default 0,2 ft) 
Character Width, should the values gl.
then an ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR is C.....

//WIDTH X 1 This sets the Character width 
to zero then it sets width to 1, if x i„ 
than five times it gives an ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR.

m°re than f‘Ve then 'X gives an ILLEGAL QUANTITY 
lKKUR.

//SPS
//SBS
//LU ; Switches ON 

switches it on or vice versa.
Z/RVS : Switches On 

command.

last pen

I am totally fed up of' this 
Let there be an 80 x 25 .'

have really high definition graphics^

x,y ; This moves the Graphics 'pen' to x,y
7t. ----- --—s a line from the previous pen position

//UNDRAW x,y : This deletes a line from the previous position 

: This Inverts the line from the

Remember that if 
511 or 255 or below 0 then 
comes up.

to Memory Size and Terminal Width, then started 
to play about with the toolkit. I reset after a while to save 
BAS-EO to tape. By the way, the mods 
29 for details of that and all the 
loaded in an old p----   J
increase in speed is almost unbelievable, 
the program ran 
version had ran

:_J° frae. space for some of the Toolkit’s parameters 
//DFC(aS) //hfyC/ai’7—and,lf giVen’ nothin8 happens, 

functions also speak for themselves...
//RENUMBER start,step : If no start and step are given then 

defaults to 100,10 this again speaks for itself.

Something I have already found
o^Krn0dule ZCre,en- This onJy works if y°« have BAS-EO in 
Ram because the Video Toolkit f , r'

Microtan screen to One! line

cursor, but it

I a boon is Basic Editing on the 
works if ' ---------

tKharee DeT,UT the f Vxde0 Toolkit modifies the coding to copy’the 
VMeo m H lneS from the Mlcrotan SCreen to One' line on the 
Control n 5Cre!n’ ,?nd d°eS aWay With the C°"tr°l U and 
//WIDTH thTr-XX' t y°U t0 edit in any °ther wid,h but
"WIDTH I then if you try to go down a line the cursors will get 
obt of step and you will have to hit BREAK to avoid screwing 
up your line. The method J use is to list a few lines on th! 
screen then move the cursor down near the bottom of the screen 

of Microtan editing) and enter edit mode. Might be a 
little slower than you're used to but that's your Eric's fault. This 
alone is practically worth the price of the toolkit..

So what more could you want? Now 
graphics facilities AND the easy means t_ 
program accompanying this article is Truly for the

'He raised his hand and said "Let

//SET x,y (Speaks for itself, note that you don't need Brackets 
like the PGM toolkit)

//RESET x,y': The reverse of the //SET command.
//INSET x,y : Inverts the point at x,y
//TEST x,y : This tests the point at x,y. If it is set. then it 

puts I in location 238 (Dec). If it is blank,- then it sets 238 to 
Zero,

//MOVE x,y ; This moves the Graphics ‘pen' to x,y
//DRAW x,y : This draws a line from the previous pen position 

to x,y note All graphics commands set pen to x.v 
/AT IMI\n A W/ .... mi • , , ..

we have Amazing 
to drive them. The 

...2 Converted

recently when ! u 7 slnce early this year> k waa only
(monthly) J P ? U? "7 C°Py Of TUGBUG at the May 
m wh tTUC V?nUe (nOt ar from the Holy Land) and Plugged it 
harkhi 6 home that I could actually use it.The day I got 
a GE2Fraas8bv the h^ bypaSSing the E2ED routine whh 
Ram 2 ’ d converted D3 on tanex (BASEO) into

is dlarf Lord Jug said "Behold, all this poking to the video module 

on Tanex converted to RAM”. And so the Lord Tug created the 
^nri°nfT0M klt\and behold’ for k was 8°°d, and the people of the 
land of Microtan cried out "Blessed be the Lord Tug, for he hath 
done it again!" Then our Lord looked upon the land of Microtan 
and spoke once more "What shall we do next?"...,

(Extract from The First Book of TUG, a 
scroll discovered by the Famed Explorer, 
featured in his latest book, "Was God a Computer Buff?") ' ' 

little review of the VideT Tool'ki/0^’ D°pPel-Gan8er bere wkb a

arou^vTsS

xxr ivZdXUie£de^
copied the BAS-EO code into RAM and made alteration! t ’ 
and also the Toolkit boot mods, so 1 switched on. I hit the” ReseT 
switch aP6m t0 bacl< °f the computer case (Disabled the 
switch on the keyboard with a bit of Blu-tak between the 
Ed?t?ngtS) an? th' M Up °f h‘Ui"g ” ^dentally during
the BAS FoX™ ♦aglf\Monitor' message came up. I loaded i!

AS EO tape from the previous night, copied it across tn it’s 
proper place, then with bated breath typed 'BAS' ZZao' The ssvas-.  ̂■■ --

Then the Lord Tug said "Lo, 
naffing 32 x 16 screen, 7 
while we are about it let us 1  
say 512 x 256 and all the trimmings.”

So the Lord Tug created the Video Module and Behold! it was 
good, with an 80 x 25 screen, reverse video, underlining, super and 
sub scripts, five different character widths, Windows and a host of 
^isXhlXorrV Andf thu P>e°ple °f the Jand of Micr°«n said 
32 ?6 h L " TUg’ f°r hath reJeased us from the yoke of a
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0 P0KE34,0:P0KE35,232:X=USR(I>:REM INIT TOOLKIT
10 REN VIDEO TOOLKIT DEMO PROGRAM TO ACCOMPANY VIDEO TOOLKIT REVIEW
20 REMARKABLY WRITTEN BY THE DOPPEL-GANGER
25 REM Microtan 65 + Video 80/82 Module + Video Toolkit
30 P0KE49.255
40 #CLS
50 X=130:Y=130
60 READA,B:IFA=-99ANDB=-99THEN120
70 A=A+X:B=B+Y
80 IFK=OTHENK=1:#MOVEA,B:GOTO100
90 #DRAWA,B
100 G0TD60
110 I=224-Y
120 READA,B:IFA=-99ANDB=-99THEN170
130 A=A+X:B=B+Y
140 IFK=1THENK=0:#MOVEA,B:GOTO160
150 #DRAWA,B
160 GOTO120
170 READA,B:IFA= -990RB--99 THEN220
180 A=A+X:B=B+Y
190 IFK=OTHENK=1:#MOVEA,B:60T0210
200 4DRAWA.B
210 GOTD170
220 X=131:Y=131:IFL=OTHENL=1:K=0:RESTORE:G0T060 
230 X=129:Y-129:IFL=lTHENL=2:K=0:RESTORE:G0T060 
240 X=132:Y=132:IFL=2THENL=3:K=0:RESTORE:GDT060 
250 X=128:Y=128:IFL=3THENL=4:K=0:RESTORE:GOT060 
260 #WIDTH5:#CURS3,5:#LU:PRINT"T H E" 
270 #CURS14,3:PRINT”V I D E 0" 
280 #CURS16,1:PRINT"T 0 0 L K I T":tWIDTHl:#LU 
290 HWIDTH3:HCURS19,2:PRINT"A Demonstration by...":#WIDTH1 
300 #MOVE120,20:4DRAW120,40:#Drl10,40:#Dr130,40: 
310 #Mol35,20:#Dr135.40:#Dr135,30:#Dr145,30:#Dr145,20 
320 #Mol60,20:#Dr150,20:#Dr150,30:#Drl60,30:#Dr160,25:#Dr150,2u 330 #Mo170,20:#Dr170,40:#Dr180,40:#Dr185,35:#Dr185,25:#Dr180,20:#Dr170,20 
340 *Mo190,20:#Dr190,30:#Dr200,30:#Dr200,20:#Dr190,20 
350 #Mo205,10:#Dr205,30:#Dr 215,30:#Dr 215,20:#Dr205,20 
360 #Mo220,10:#Dr220,30:#Dr230,30:#Dr230,20:#Dr220,20
370 #Md245.20:#Dr235,20:#Dr235,30:#Dr245,30:#Dr245,25:#Dr235,25
380 #Mo250,20:#Dr250,40
390 #Mo255,29: #Dr265,31400 #No280,30:#Dr285,30:#Dr285,20:#Dr270,20:#Dr270,40:#Dr285,40 
410 #Mo300,25:#Dr295.20:#Dr290,20:#Dr290,30:#Dr300,30:#Dr300,20 
420 #Mo305,20:#Dr305,30:#Dr305,27:#Dr307,30:#Dr315,30:#Dr315,-0 
430 #Mo320,15:#Dr325,10:#Dr330,10:#Dr330,30:#Dr320,30:#Dr320,20:#Dr 
440 #Mo345,20:#Dr335,20:#Dr335,30:#Dr345,30:#Dr345,25:#Dr335,25 
450 #Mo350,20:#Dr350,30:#Mo350,27:#Dr352,30:#Dr360,30
460 #HOME:FDRDE=ITO10000:NEXT:#CLS „„ in470 #Mol30,120:#Dr380,120:#Dr390,110:#Dr390,80:#Dr380,70:#Drl30,70 
480 #Dr120,80:HDr120,110:#Dr130,120
490 #Mol40,100:#Drl40,110:#Dr190,110:#Dr190,100:#Dr140,100 
500 #Mo320.100:#Dr320,110:#Dr370,110:#Dr370,100:#Dr320,100 
510 #Mo200,80:#Dr200,90:#Dr310,90:#Dr310,80:#Dr200,80 
520 #Mol63,103:#Drl63,107:#Drl67,107:#Drl67,103:#Drl63,10^ 
530 #Mq343,103;#Dr343,107:#Dr347,107:#Dr347,103:#Dr343,10^ 540 ImoHO: 10: #Dr 110,105: #Dr 120,105: #Dr 120,102: #Dr 112, *Dr 110,10 
550 #Moll5,20:#Drll5,97:#Drl20,97:#Dri20,95:#Dr 17,95:#Dr 15,20
560 #Mo120,80:#Dr120,30:#Mo125,75:#Dr125,40:#Mo130,70:#Dr1oO,50 
580 *Ifo400UO:*Dr40o',105:#Dr390,105:#Dr390,110:#Dr390,102:#Dr397,102 

600 Im^S' 20:#Dr395,97: #Dr390.97: #Dr390,93: #Dr395,93: #Dr395,20 
610 #Mo390’80:#Dr390,30:#Mo385,75:#Dr385,40:#Mo380,70:#Dro80,50 
620 #Mo375,70:#Dr375,60



II

VORTEX

PERSPECTIVE VORTEX"

1260 REM THE TUNNEL ("‘ “ _
1270 F0RX=0TD511:4M0VE255.127:#INDRAWX*

this Program, so here goes.
graphics created with The TUG 

the Super Video Toolkit1"

o or-H 
xPO]

TUG’s Own Megastar.":PRINT 
come along to introduce 

are about to see some examples of 
in conjunction with

630 #Nol95,20:#Drl95,25:#Dr315,25:#Dr315,20;#Drl95 20

AGO InrSn’ !nrSn’60: *Dr245’60: *0r250,55: #Dr250.50: #Dr245,45 
Xo Im ^2’ I™’ °°: *Dr245’ 3°: #Dr235’45: #Dr235’ 30: #Dr230. 30

I2°" '5’ 50:*Dri'-‘JJ 55:#Dr245,55; #Dr245, 50: #Dr235.50
71 n In0™’!Dr26°’351 #Dr267’35:*Dr267’55:#Dr260.55:#Dr260.60 
770 I^^o’ *Dr28U’55: *Dr272’55: *Dr272,35;#Dr280, 35:#Dr280.30 
f wurxoUj 30

In°ol2’40:*Dr310’35:#Dr305.30;#Dr295,30:#Dr290.35;#Dr290,55 
7-6 In*" "q- ' S: #Dr 3°S ’60: *Dr 31 °’55 *' *Dr 310 ’50: *Dr305’50: #Dr 305 ’ 55 
75E #Dr-9-'.55;#Dr295,35:#Dr305.35:#Dr305,40;#Dr310 40 
760 #WIND0W0,11:#WIDTH2 
770 #CLS:PRINT"Hi There1 
780 PRINT" Eric Here, 
790 PRINT”I thought I'd 
800 PRINT:PRINT"You
SIC* PRINT" Video 80/82 Module
820 FDRDE=1TD5000:NEXT
S30 #CLS:PRINT;PRINT:PRINT"AND REMEMBER. "
840 PRINT:PRINT"TUG IT... YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE 
850 #WIDTH1:#WINDDW0,24:#HOME 
860 FDRX=1T01000:NEXT
870 #Mol40.100:#UNDrl40,U0;#UNDrl90,110:#UNDr190,100

890 ™J=^KW*S163’‘07!*lWr''!,7’107!#UNDrl67’103!,l,NDrl-d’3’103

Z?o !"O!‘°'!??:!“r!,0’1‘0!»DrlTO’11»’»I>r>’0.100!#Drl40.100 
o_° I™163’ 103:#Dr163, 107:#Drl67,107:#Drl67,103:#Drl63 103 
920 FORDE^1T010000:NEXT 
930 CLEAR:#CLS
940 REM FOURSQUARE USING INVERSION COMMAND #INDRAW 
950 FDRZ=1TO1OO:#INDRAWRND(1)>511,RND(1)>255:NEXT 
960 FDRX=OT0255;#MOVEX,O;#INDRAWX,255:NEXT 
970 F0RY=0T0255STEP4:#MOVEO,Y;#INDRAW511,Y;NEXT 
980 FORY=255T0127STEP-1:#MOVEO.Y;#INDRAW511,Y;NEXT 
990 FORZ=1TD1OO:#UNDRAWRND(1)>511,RND(1)>255;NEXT 
1000 FORDE=1T03000:NEXT:#CLS 
1010 REM STRING PATTERNS
1020 DEFFNR(X)=INT (RND (1 > >X): FOROlTOT-#CLS 
1030 A=FNR(512):B=FNR(256);C=FNR(512):D=FNR(256) 
1040 W-2O-FNR(40);X=20-FNR(40):Y=20-FNR(40):Z=20-FNR(40) 
1050 #MOVEA,B;#DRAWC.D 
1060 FORK=1TO1OO
1070 IFA+W>511DRA+W<OTHENW=-W 
1080 IFB+X>2550RB+X<0THENX=-X 
1090 IFC+Y>5110RC+Y<0THENY=-Y 
1100 IFD+Z>2550RD+Z<0THENZ=-Z 
1110 A=A+W;B=B+X:C=C+Y;D=D+Z 
1120 #MOVEA.B:#DRAWC.D 
1130 NEXT
1140 FORDE=1T02000;NEXT:NEXTQ
1150 F0RX=OTO511;#MOVEX,0;#INDRAWX,255:NEXT 
1160 FORX=1TU5000:NEXT:#CLS 
1170 REM TOTAL PERSPECTIVE 
1180 #WIDTH2:FORCY=1TO15 
1190 :FORFL=1TO2 
1200 :;#RVS
1210 ::4CURS12,2:PRINT"ENTERING TOTAL 
1220 ::FORDE-1TD200:NEXTDE 
1230 ::NEXTFL 
1240 NEXTCY
1250 FORDE=1TO1000:NEXT:#CLS:#W1DTH1
1260 REM THE TUNNEL (C) Doppel-Ganger Inc. 1983 
1270 F0RX=0TD511:#M0VE255.127:#INDRAWX,255:NEXT 
1280 F0RY=255T00STEP-l:#M0VE255.127:#INDRAW511.Y:NEXT

-4-



watching just

It also gives";

set a window

TING WIDTH 5.

-5-

F0RY=0T0255:#M0VE255.127:#INDRAW0.Y:NEXT
1310 FORDE=1T010000:NEXT:#CLS

=1TD1OOOO:NEXT:#WINDOWO,24:#CLS 
PRlNT“And Full Print At"

1920 FORX=1T0100

/90 F0RX=511T00STEP-1:#M0VE255,127:#INDRAWX,0:NEXT 
1300 F0RY=0T0255:#M0VE255.127:#INDRAW0.Y:NEXT

some of the"
00/82 Module and the Super

4WIDTH3:PRINT"THIS IS #WIDTHu" 
#WIDTH4:PRINT"AND HERE 4WIDTH4" 
#WIDTH5:PRINT"AND NOT FORGET-

■■LEFT"::FORX=1TO1O:#RIGHT:NEXT:PRINT"- AND RIGHT 
*: :#RVS:PRINT"REVERSE VIDEO"
’"UNDERLINING" :#LU

tWINDOWlB,24:PRINT“And of course do not forget that you may
— ."SPRINT:

I have done just

1320 FDRX=0T0511STEP2:#MoX,0:#DrX,255:NEXT1330 FORX=255T00STEP-2:#MoO,X:#INDRAW511,X:NE X T
1340 FORDE=1TOFNR(100)+100
1350 AUNDRAWRND(1)t511.RND(1)t255
1360 NEXT
1370 FORDE—1T05000:NEXT:#CLS
1380 F0RA=0T085STEP2
1390 X=128+96tSIN(At.017453292)
1400 Y=96+96tC0S(At.012453292)
1410 I=224-Y
1420 J=X-32
1430 Q=511-X
1440 W=255-Y
1450 E=511-I
14&0 R=255—J
1470 #SETX,Y1400 #DrI,J:#DrQ.W:#DrE,R:#DrX,Y
1490 NEXTA
1500 FORDE=ITO10000:NEXT:#CLS
1510 #HOME
1520 V=.8+3tRND<1)
1530 4SET255,127
1540 FORTHETA =OT0500tVSTEPV
1550 R=THETA/V
1560 X-255+RtC0S(THETA)
1570 Y=128+RtSIN(THETA)
1580 IFY>255THEN1620
1590 IFY<0THEN1620
1600 #DRAWX.Y
1610 NEXT
1620 FORDE—1T010000:NEXT
1630 FORDE=1TO1OOOO:NEXT:#CLS
1640 #WIDTH2:PRINT:PRINT"You have been
1650 PRINT“6raphics You can create using the Vi eo
1660 PRINTTAB(20)"VIDEO TOOLKIT!":PRINT
1670 PRINTTAB(5)"The Toolkit does’nt just do Graphics
1690 PRINT: A$=”SUPER": FORXMTOLEN (A$?^#SPS^PRINTMIDt (A$. X, 1); :NEXT 

a*^*subCRforx=itolen <a$) : #sbs:printmids^a*, x,4)^:next:print'‘script"
1720 PRINT:PRINT"Al so Full Cursor Control ,.#UP.PRINT Up
1730 FDRDE=1TO5OO:NEXT:PRINT
1740 PRINT"Al so ";:#D0WN:PRINT"DOWN";
1750 FORDE-1T0500:NEXI
1760
1770

FORX=1TD9:#LEFT:NEXT:PRINT
PRINT:PRINT"And don’t forget 

1780 #RVS:PRINT"And ";:#LU:PRINT" 
1790 (___
1000 PRINT"on the screen. 
1810 PRINT"Like I have done just now. 
1820 FORX=1T06:FORDE=1TO1000:NEXT:PRINT:NEXT 
i?,o YOU may change the chaaacteb WIDTH. THIS !S .WIDTH!
1850 #W1DTH2: PR1NT“THIS IS 
1060 
1870 
1880 : 
1890 #WIDTH2 
1900 FORDE= - 
1910
1930 #CURSRND(1)t24,RND(1)t39:PRINT"0" 
1940 NEXT



EH???'';#RVS

THE

8oze^> T CJC3 1 kit

IS

ON CASSETTE

pounds 1 nc -
997HEN2570
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DOPFEL-SANGER
Vid c?cd

1970 f~’ “------
1980 PRINT’^SYS, C"
1990 PRINT:PRINT"And
2000 PRINT"can i
2010 PRINT" GOLD'•!"
2020 PRlNT"And ~
2030 #WIDTH1:FDRDE=1TO10000:NEXT-#CLS H
2040 X=O:Y=O:
2050 F0RZ=0T0511:#Mo255,0:#INDRAWZ,255:NEXT
2060 F0RZ=511TOOSTEP-1:#M0VE255,255:#INDRAWZ,0:NEXT
2070 FORDE-1T05000;NEXT
2080 FDRZ=0T0255:#M0VE255,127:#INDRAW0. Z.-NEXT
2090 FDRZ=255T008TEP-1:#H0VE255.127:#INDRAW511.Z:NEXT
2100 FORDE-1T05000:NEXT
2110 F0RZ=0T0511:#MOVEZ,0:#INDRAWZ.255:NEXT
2120 DIMXY(20,30)
2130 FDRY=lT02tMSQRX=lT030;XY(YTX)=SIN(X/3)tY:NEXTX.Y
2140 #CLS
2150 FORY=1T018:FORX=1T029:
2160 IFX=1THENX=X: #HOVE (X+l) »8+Y»5+50, Y»5+XY (Y+l, X+l) +50: GOTO^OO
217o #DRAW(X+Dt8+Yt5+50,Y»5+XY(Y+1,X+l)+50
2180 IFYO18THENY=Y:#DRAW(X+D*8+Y»5+50, (Y+l)»5+XY(Y+2 X+l)+50
2190 #M0VE(X+l)«B+Yt5+50,Yt5+XY(Y+l,X+D+50 -X+l)+50

2200 NEXTX.Y
2210 FORDE=1T010000:NEXT:#CLS
2220 F0RX=0TD511
2230 #N0VE X,0:#DRAW X,INT(RND(1)»255):NE X T
J?™ F0RX=511TOOSTEP-l:#MOVEX,255:#INDRAWX.RND(1)»255:NEXT 
™Y-0TO255: *MOVEO, Y: (HNDRAWINT (RND (1) t512), Y: NEXT

1 ■ ¥!*indr*int (R™<»
2280 F0RT-0T040.25STEP.25:A=INT(26+25tSIN(T))
2290 PRINTTAB(A);:IFB=1THEN2310
2300 B=1:PRINT"TANGERINE":GOT02320
2310 B=0:#RVS:PRINT"USERS GROUP"-#RVS
2320 NEXT
2330 FORDE=1TO10000:NEXT:#CLS
2340 FORY=OT0255:#HOVEO,0:#INDRAW511,Y:NEXT
2350 F0RY=OT0255:#M0VE511.255:#INDRAWO.Y:NEXT
2360 FORX—0T0511:#MOVEO,255:#INDRAWX,0:NEXT
2370 F0RX=0T0511: #FI0VE511.0: # INDRAWX. 255: NEXT
2380 FORDE=1 TD10000: NEXT: #CLS
2390 REST ORE .-CLEAR
2400 #CLS
2410 X=130:Y=130
2420 READA.B:IFA=-99ANDB=-99THEN2470
2430 A=A+X:B=B+Y
2440 IFK=OTHENK=1:#MOVEA, B:G0T02460
2450 #DRAWA.B
2460 G0T02420
2470 READA.B:IFA=-99ANDB=-99THEN2520
2480 A=A+X:B-B+Y
2490 IFK=1THENK=O:#MOVEA,B:G0T02510
2500 #DRAWA.B
2510 G0TD2470
2520 READA,B:IFA=-990RB
2530 A=A+X:B=B+Y
2540 IFK=OTHENK=1:#HOVEA.B:G8T02560

1950 #CURS12,15;#RVS:PRINT"NOT BAD
1960 F0RDE=lT05000:NEXT

#CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"PLUS !!1
’ ^NUMBER AND HEX TO DEC, DEC TO HEX CONVERTERS."

J Wlth Basic from EOOO to E7FF in Ram you "•
2D Ba5iC Llne Edit°r’ That alOne 15 worth it’s weight in";

now :#Do:PRINT"More Graphics"

2550 #DRAWA,B
2560 G0TD2520
2580 X-lirv=!^: I^L=0THENL=1:K=0:RESTORE:GOTO242O*590 IFL=1THENL=2jK=0=rEST0RE:G0TD2420

J 132: Y~13x: IFL-2THEN1.=3:K=O: RESTORE:G0T02420 
^6CO X-128:Y-128:IFL=3THENL=4:K=0:RESTORE:GOT02420



2610

GROUP":#LU:#HOME:#WIDTH1
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":#WIDTH1:#HOME
- BEEB GRAPHICS CO-ORDS,X AXIS

.01568628):REM AND SAME FDR Y AXIS

=1THENJ=J:4M0VEFNX(X(I,J)),FNY(Y(I,J)):GDT02860
#DRAWFNX(X(1,J)),FNY(Y(I,J))

- (RND (1 > »512), I NT (RND (1 ) *256): NEXT
FORDE=1TO10000:NEXT:#CLS

#WIDTH3;#CURS14,2:PRINT"TANGERINE USERS GROUP"
2620 PRINT"
2630 PRINT"
2640 PRINT"
2650 PRINT"2660 PRINT:#WIDTH2:PRINT"ASK
2670 PRINT" ------

1 MARLBOROUGH DRIVE"
WORLE
AVON"
BS22 ODQ":#WIDTH1------- - HERE FQR details OF ALL TUG PRODUCTS."

WE ALSO SUPPORT THE DRIC-1...
2680 DEFFNX(X)=INT(X/2.50293542):REM CONVERTS
2690 DEFFNY(Y)=INT(Y/4..
2700 REM LANDSCAPE
2710 H=16:V=16:REM OR SO
2720 DIMX (H, V), Y (H, V), D (H. V)
2730 FORI=1TOH:FORJ=1TOV
2740 :::;D(I,J)=INT(RND(1)>40)
2750 NEXTJ.I
2760 FORI-1TOH:FORJ=1TOV
2770 REM#MOVEFNX(50+I*50»H/(H-l)).FNY(J>50tV/(V-l))
2780 X(I.J)=(50+I»(50«H/(H-l))>-D(I,J)
2790 Yd, J)=(J>(50*V/(V-l) ))+D(I,J>
2800 REM#SETFNX(X(I.J)),FNY(Y(I,J))
2810 NEXTJ.I
2820 #CLS2830 FOR 1=1TOH:FORJ=1TOV 
2840 IFJ:----  -
2850
2860 NEXTJ.I2870 FOR1=1TOV:FORJ=1TOH -
2880 IFJ=1THENJ=1:4H0VEFNX(X(J.I)),FNY(Y(J.I)):GOTO. 90 (J
2890 #DRAWFNX(X(J,I)),FNY(Y(J, I) )
2900 NEXTJ, I2910 #M0VEFNX(50+50»H/(H-l)),FNY(50»V/(V
■^920 #DRAWFNX (50+HI50tH/(H-l) > ,FNY (50>V/(V 1))

EORAHFNX <SO+H,SO<H/(H-l>>.FNY(V.SO.W 1V-1> >
2940 FORDE=1T010000:NEXT:#CLS

2990 FORDE=ITO10000:NEXT:#CLS
3000 Y1=O:Y=255:X=511:Xl=511:#MOVEX,Y:#DRAWX1.Y1
3010 X1=X1-1O:Y=Y~5:IFXK0GRY<0THEN3030
3020 #M0VEX,Y:#DRAWXl,Yl:G0T03010
3030 X=511:X1=0:Y=0:Y1=0:#MOVEX,Y:#DRAWX1.Y1
3040 X=X-10:Yl=Yl+5:IFX<OORY1>255THEN3060
3050 #MDVEX,Y:#DRAWXl,Yl;G0TD3040
3060 X=0:X1=0:Y=0:Y1=255:#MOVEX,Y:#DRAWX1,Y1
3070 X1=X1+1O:Y=Y+5:IFX1>5100RY>255THEN3090
3080 #MOVEX,Y:#DRAWX1,Y1:G0T03070
3090 X=0:Y=255:X1=511:Y1=255:#MOVEX,Y
3100 x=X+10:Yl=Yl-5:IFX>510ORY<0THEN3120

u^s
Imo HS=SsJvS=128: N=40: ZC»="N“ : FDRA=150T05STEP-10: B=A/1.7

3150 ANGLE=2>3.142/N:C=CDS(ANGLE):S=SIN(ANGLE)
3160 XA=1:YA=1:FORI=1TON+1
3170 X-XAtC-YA»S:Y=XAtS+YA4C:XA=X:YA-Y
3180 IF I > 1 THEN 1 = 1: #DRAMA* X A-t-HS, B» YA+VS: G0T03200
3190 #SETAtXA+HS,B»YA+VS:
3200 NEXT
3210 NEXTA3220 F OR X = 1 TO I NT (RND (1) »500 )^ +100
3230 #M0VE255. _ 
3240 FDRDE=1T010000:NEXT:#CLS
3250 DEFFNOX(X)=LX + X:DEFFNOY(Y)=LY+Y
3260 LX=128:LY=128;R=120:S-2:



CHR$(14)"REVERSE"CHR*(15)"
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x 256 Hi-res" 
it

the Super Video Toolkit!!

x 25"
21 x 25"
17 x 25"

3270 tMOVEFNOX(-R), FNOY(0)
3280 F0RX=-RT0RSTEPS
3290 Y=SQR(RA2-X~2)
3300 tDRAWFNOX(X),FNOY(Y)
3310 #DRAWFN0X(X),FNOY(-Y)
3320 NEXT
3330 IFL X=128THENL X=382;S=4:G0T03270
3340 IFLX=382THENLX=381:S=4:G0T03270
3350 FORDE=ITO10000:NEXT:#CLS
3360 #Mol30,120:#Dr380,120:#Dr390,110:#Dr390.80:#Dr380 70-#Drl30 70
3370 #Dr120,80:#Dr120,110:#Drl30,120
3380 #Mol40,100:#Dr140,110;#Drl90,110:#Drl90,100:#Drl40,100
3390 #Mo320,100:#Dr320,110:#Dr370,110:#Dr370«100:#Dr320 100
3400 *Mo200,85:#Dr310,85: •
3410 #Mol63,103;#Drl63,107:#Drl67.107:#Drl67,103:#Drl63,103
3420 #Mo343,103:#Dr343,107:#Dr347,107:#Dr347.103:#Dr343,103
3430 #NollO,10:#Drll0,105:#Drl20,105:#Drl20,102:#Drll2.102:#Drll0,10
o44u #Moll5,20:#Drll5,97:#Drl20,97;#Drl20,95:#Drll7,95:#Drll5 20
3450 #Mol20,80:#Dr120,30:#Mol25,75:#Dr125.40:#Mol30.70:#Dr130 50
3460 #Mol35,70:#Drl35,60
3470 #Mo400,10:#Dr400.105:#Dr390,105:#Dr390,110:#Dr390,102:#Dr397 102
3480 #Dr400,10 ’
3490 #Mo395,20:#Dr395,97:#Dr390,97:#Dr390,93:#Dr395.93:#Dr395,20
3500 #Mo390,80:#Dr390,30:#Mo3B5.75:#Dr385,40;#Mo380,70:#Dr380 50
3510 #Mo375,70:#Dr375,60
3520 #Mol95,20:#Dr195,25:#Dr315,25:#Dr315.20:#Dr195,20
3530 #Mo200,30:#Dr200,60:#Dr220,60:#Dr220,55:#Dr205,55
3540 #Dr205,47:#Dr213.47:#Dr213.43:#Dr205,43:#Dr205,35
3550 #Dr220,35:#Dr220,30:#Dr200,30
3560 #Mo230,30:#Dr230,60:#Dr245,60:#Dr250,55:#Dr250.50:#Dr245,45
3570 #Dr240,45:#Dr250, 30: #Dr245,30; #Dr235, 45: #Dr235, 30: #Dr23O.’3O
3580 #Mo235,50:#Dr235,55:#Dr245,55:#Dr245,50:#Dr235,50
3590 #Mo260,30:#Dr260,35:#Dr267,35:#Dr267,55:#Dr260,55:#Dr260,60
3600 #Dr280,60:#Dr280,55:#Dr272,55:#Dr272,35:#Dr280,35:#Dr280,30
3610 #Dr260,30
3620 #Mo310,40:#Dr310,35:#Dr305.30:#Dr295,30:#Dr290, 35: #Dr290.55
3630 #Dr295,60:#Dr305,60;#Dr 310,55:#Dr 310.50:#Dr305.50:#Dr305’55
3640 #Dr295,55:#Dr295,35:#Dr305,35:#Dr305,40;#Dr310,40
3650 #WINDDWO,11:#WIDTH2
3660 #CLS:PRINT“HI THERE.'!!"
3670 PRINT"Eric here just to remind you that you
3680 PRINT" have been watching displays by the"
3690 PRINT"Video 80/82 Module in conjunction with
3700 PRlNT"So far you've seen some pretty neat"
3710 PRINT"graphics and of course myself
3720 PRINT"the "CHR<(14)"STAR"CHR$(15)" of the Show""
3730 PRINT"Keep Watching,okay?"
3740 FORDE=1TD5000:NEXT:#CLS
3750 PRINT"The Video Module offers 512 2Z
3760 PRINT"graphics and 5 character widths.
3770 #WIDTH1:PRINTTAB(40)"BO x 25"
3780 #WIDTH2:PRINTTAB(20)”41 x 25"
3790 #WIDTH3;PRINTTAB(13)"28
3800 #WIDTH4:PRINTTAB(10)"
3810 #WIDTH5:PRINTTAB(8);"
3820 #WIDTH2
3830 PRINT-And "CHR»(14)”REVERSE"CHR*(15)" video,#LU:PRINT"UNDERLINING"■#1 113040 A*=‘‘SURER" :FORA=1TD5: #SPS:PRIHTM1D4 (At. 1 >; :^XT;PR1NT"
'of0 !F0RA-'T03:*S^:P^^^^mid*.0.1>::N£XT:PR1NT" SCRIPTS." ’
3860 FDRDE=lT05000:NEXT; #CLS
3870 G0T03930
3880 #Mo200,85;#UNDr310.85
3890 #Mo200,80:#Dr200,90:#Dr310,90:#Dr310,80: #Dr200,80
3900 #CURSA,B:PRINTA4:FORDE=1TD50»LEN(A»):NEXT
3910 #Mo200,80:#UNDr200,90;#UNDr310,90:#UNDr310,80:#UNDr200 80
3920 #Mo200,85;#Dr310,85:RETURN
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4370 DATA170,30,200,30,200,0,140,0.-99.-99

44 44 44 44 44 4444 44 44 44444444 4444 4444 44 4444 4444 44 44 44 44 44 44444444 4444 444444 44 44 4444 444444

---- ---------- . - —■! ||

;■73 #WIND0W4’ 7?#CLS:#WIDTH5:PRINTTAB(7)"KERBOOM•!":#WIDTH1:#WINDOWO,24 
4195 F0RZ=lT050:#M0VE390,190:#DRAWRND(1)»511, RND(1)4255:NEXT
4200 FORDE-1T010000:NEXT:#CLS
4210 #M0VE212.B8
4220 FORN=OT0360STEP10
4230 P=NI(3.1415/180)
4240 IFN=0THENN=N:#MDVE255+150tC0S(P),127+904SIN(P): G0T0426O
4250 #DRAW255+150»CDS(P),127+90ISIN(P):G0T04260
4260 #DRAW255+15tC0S(P).127+10ISIN(P)
4270 NEXT
4280 FORDE-1T010000:NEXT:#CLS:#WIDTH2
4290 #CURS12,5:PRINT"ANOTHER SHOWING FOLLOWS...
4300 FDRDE=1T02000
4310 X-INT(RND(1)4512):Y=INT(RND(1)4256)
4320 #SETX,Y:NEXT

~4340 DATA0, 0, 0, 40.-20.40,-20,60, 40,60,40. 40,20,40.20,0^0, 0,-9999_ 
4350 DATA6O.O.6O, faV, OU, e>u. t>v,20, i00, 20, 100,60,120, 60,120,0, ±0,0, - ,
aiaa naraiAO-O.140.60.200.60.200,40,150,40,150,10,180,10.180,20,170,^0

3930 #CLS:A=2:B=10:AS="CLIVE ":60SUB3880
3940 A=2:B=17:A*="SINCLAIR ?":G0SUB3880
3950 FORDE=1T01000:NEXT
3960 A=4:B=14:A*=“WHO’S":G0SUB3880
3970 A=4:B=22:A»="HE???":G0SUB3880
3980 #WIDTH1:FDRDE=IT09000:NEXT:#WINDOWO,24
3990 DIMMX(19),MY(19),DX(19),DY(19)
4000 PW=3.141592654/180:R=127:R1=192:C3=256:C4=R:T=~20
4010 FORJ=1T019:T=T+20:L=T4PW:MX(J)=SIN(L)4R1+C3:MY(J)=COS(L> 4R+C4:NEXT
4020 U=0:FDRI=1TO19:0=0+20:K=04PW
4030 DX(I)=SIN(K)4R1+C3:DY(I)=COS(K)4R+C4:NEXT
4040 A=1:B=19:#CLS
4050 FDR J--1TOB: FOR I =ATOB: #MOVEMX (J), MY (J): #DRAWD X (I). DY (I): ME X TI: A=A+1: NE X T
4060 FDRDE=1T010000:NEXT:#CLS
°4070 Y=50:FORX-1T0510STEP10
4080 FORZ=1TO1O:#MOVEX+Z.O:#DRAWX+2,Y:NEXTZ
4090 W=20-(INT(RND(1)»40)):IFY+W<OORY+W>130THEN4090
4100 Y=Y+W:NEXTX
4110 FORR=1OTD1STEP-1
4120 #M0VE400+(Rt2), 190
4130 F0RI=0T06.8STEP.3
4140 4DRAW400+(RICOS(I)>2),190+1.25IR1SIN(I):NEXTI,R
4150 #Ho:#WIDTH3:PRINT"A DISASTER AREA CONCERT ENDS":#WIDTH1
4160 F0RX-1T058:#CURS5.X:PRINT" -}"
4170 F0RY-1T0100:NEXTY,X
4180 #CURS5.X:PRINT"
4190 (
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Sgt Pepper.

base for adjustment of all controls
most

you try to open it!! The controls provided

ORJC-1CONTRAST, BRIGHT, FOCUS & OFF/ON

HEIGHT, VERT.H, HORIZ.H & a switch labelled VERT.LIN (more
about this later.)

and requires

THIS excellent moniTOR
i s now AVAIL ABLE FROM
YOUR USERS L1ROUH SEE
MICROTAN A5 COUNTER
FOR DETAILS
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1 Ct-

good 
enquire

on
on by

way
1 a

a little high for the SC 
So, after dropping this again and a few minor

machine's RGB socket and it gives
if it is only monochrome!)

be done will appear in future Newsletters at

protecting protruding 
. So, overall a good

anyway.
plastic "wings" which is

Obviously with our system at it's present state of development, 
i.e. VDU 80/82 card, we need a monitor which can cope with the 
high definition which this super board from TUG can produce. In 
reality this means that we need at least a bandwidth of 12Mhz 
and up, to give us a nice clear and steady picture. In the 
instruction sheet that came with the review model, this 
bandwidth figure was quoted as the spec for the machine. So 
with that fact established we'll see what the hardware is like.

has a even nigner oanawidth than our VDU card, so as you see, 
we are in good company!! It has no real application 
system and is redundant as far as we are concerned.

a suitably budget 
system that wouldn't burn a 

There have been many options

(Even 
that this can 
later date.

writing, 
sense to 
product and 
makes available.
through the group at a price which will be this side of 
pounds which I think is excellent value for money.

on our

don't know, probably caused by a mains
the listing to the printer, interesting

- . . , an eye open for these happenings. '
Try a line number of 623 instead of 113 if you haven't already 
done so. ’

even higher bandwidth than our VDU card, 
good company!!

A nice touch is an "ON" LED indicator at the top right because 
■* your setup is anything like mine and main modules are 

iperately switched, then the LED is a useful reminder that it is 
you won't see anything on the screen when the 

Further controls are provided at the rear of 
the set and these are;-

owner. amongst you may be interested to know that the 
author has had a TRANSTEC connected to an ORIC via the said 

an excellent picture also. 
Connection details for the

If you tried entering the listing for Oric Meteors last month you 
may have come across an oddity in the listing,. Following line 

aPPears 10 have gQt his line numbers a bit confused, 
why this happened we ‘ ' ' 
spike whilst dumping 
though. It pays to keep

This set brings a real opportunity for us all to have a 
quality display on our system, so please don't hesitate to 
for further details to TUG HQ.

It arrived well packed in the ubiqitous expanded polystyrene so I 
don't think it would come to much grief in the post. After 
unwrapping it I was impressed with the tidy appearance of the 
cabinet and with it's apparent structural strength. The front 
panel is plain but businesslike and all the most useful controls 
are inside a front door which won't break your fingernails w'hen 

'*'! controls provided are:-

to see the effect. EUREKA!!, the VIDEO LEVEL control!! How 
thoughtful to provide access to it even if they don't tell you 
about it! So after a little adjustment to give me a picture of 
my liking and at the same time making sure that the CONTRAST 
and BRIGHT controls were working at about mid-range, I now 
had a superb picture from my normal Microtan screen and verv 
pleased 1 was too!

For a long while now I've been looking for 
priced B/White Monitor for our 
great big hole in our pockets.
available on the open market for some time and the choice has 
been limited to about four decent ones but unfortunately they 
are all, still, in the ninety pounds range which I consider to be a 
bit over priced for what is in effect half a television!! I prefer 
the Green luminance variety of tube as I feel that this is more 
relaxing during a heavy computing session. These types tended 
to cost more in the past, for what reason I know not. My own 
idea of a sensible price is more like fifty pounds but maybe 
that's asking a little too much!

The subject of this review is a monitor that has been on the 
market for some time but at a previous price of around ninety 
pounds. 1 he reason for the new pricing is mainly due to 
TRANSTEC cutting out the middle man to an extent, which 
enabled them to drop the overall price to the user.

In conclusion, I should mention the VERT.LIN switch that is 
the back of the set. This is in fact a MOD put c.. 
TRANSTEC to cope with the display of a BBC computer which

Height is the only control that is recessed L.._' . _ i. „ 
screwdriver adjustment but then this would not be used too "often 

The "HOLD" controls are very sensibly surrounded by 
a good way of f-----

controls without affecting their ease of use. So, overall a good 
sound piece of packaging that looks like it could survive where 
others might fail.

Now to the moment of switch on! I have for a while now, held 
the belief that our much beleigered Microtan 65 card does not 
really produce a correct industry standard output as far as VIDEO 

theory was eventually to be borne 
’l/°? is patched through this board, 

way. _

signals are concerned and this 1' 
out. Also because our VDU 80/82 
this was affected in much the same way. The first appearance 
of a picture was a joy to behold. Clear as a crystal and steady 
as a rock and I hadn't even adjusted it yet! It was obvious that 
a few adjustments to things like the vertical size were required 
but as first impressions always count 1 was very happy with the
set at this stage. I actually preferred it's output to a ZENITH
that 1 have seen running on our system and the main factor in 
this decision is that it's green phosphour has a much brighter hue
that I have seen on some other sets. A lot of green screen
monitors tend to look a little dull sometimes. At this point I also 
noticed that in fact the video drive level seemed a little too 
high because both the BRIGHT and CONTRAST controls had 
ample spare adjustment left in them but the characters on the 
screen were tending to glare a little, a sure sign that the AGC 
(automatic gain control) in the set was being taken to it's limit. 
A quick look at the CCT diagram thoughtfully supplied with the 
set, showed the presence of a VIDEO level present in the 
internal input circuitry of the set. Not really wanting to take 
the back off at this stage, I decided to have a good hunt around 
the cabinet for any unexplained little holes which could be 
access to this control. I searched without success until BINGO!! 
On lifting up the set, there was a hole underneath with a preset 
pot, staring me in the face!! Could it be the right one? 
Carefully remembering it’s position, in case it wasn't. I turned it

Having used the set now for some two weeks 1 have had a 
chance to make a fair assessment of it's performance on our 
system and overall I am very pleased with a set that will be 
some thirty pounds cheaper that it's nearest rival at the time of 

TRANSTEC are to be complemented on having the 
put a competetive price on what is a very sound 

one which stands up well to the more expensive 
I have requested that they be made available 

seventy

Switching on the VDU card revealed a different story. (Not a bad 
one!). Bearing in mind that the bandwidth required for the 
standard screen is quite low, 1 was well prepared to be a little 
more finicky with adjustment for the VDU 80/82 screen. ft's 
really like changing from a MINI to a ROLLS-ROYCE, you get 
more fussy with it!! Having said that, the 80 column text is 
still readable but some of the pixcels were being lost at the high 
contrast levels. The best test of a monitor in this situation is 
probably to fill.the screen up with either "Ms" or "Ws" and use 
these as a base for adjustmeni of all controls as these are the 

dense of characters, side by side, that ever get displayed.
When I had filled up the screen like this, it was obvious that the 
drive level from rhe computer was still 
column sreen. f 
adjustments to the CONTRAST'and BRIGHTNESS controls etc. 1 
eventually achieved a good stable clear picture of an 80 column 
screen's worth of "Ms". 1 found that it was better to err on the 
side of low1 contrast for a really well defined picture and it was 
at this point that the FOCUS control really came into it's own 
on this set. Once set however, I found no further need to touch 
it but it's nice to know that it is available as eventually the 
tube will age and this will make for a good compensator as time 
takes it's toll.

if 
sej 
still on because 
computer is off.

setup is anything like
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the location on paoe 2 of the CURSOR’S CURRENT COLUMNi s

Microtan 65 Special Offers
SAVEBOARDSMOTHERSYSTEMI LIE

- NOW ONLY 27.50 pounds + 75p P&P + VATTuq 12 slot System Mother Boards

8 _ OOSAVEBOARDSCOMBO

75p P&P + VATNOW ONLY 25.00 poundsCOMBO BOARDS - 2716/2732/6116

1 O - ooSAVE80/82V I DEO

+ 75p P&P + VAT.VIDEO 80/82 PCB, VBUG & MANUAL NOW ONLY 48.50 pounds

-7 - 50SAVETC1OLF IT80/82V I DEO

TOOLKIT EPROM NOW ONLY 15.00 pounds + 75p P&P + VAT.VIDEO 80/82

SAVEFORTH

CASSETTE AND MANUAL NOW ONLY 17.00 pounds + 75p P&P + VAT.FORTH

T _ 50SAVETUGBUG
SYSTEM MONITOR NOW ONLY 20.00 pounds + 75p P&P + VAT.TUGBUG 2K OPERATING

2 - 50SAVE
DONJON3 8 K

10.00 pounds + 50p P&P + VAT.381 ADVENTURE PROGRAM NOW ONLYDONJON

2 - 50can > - - - SAVEDONJON28K
NOWTOOLKIT FDR GREATLY INCREASED SPEED!

THE ABOVE
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SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN THE ABOVE LIST. 
1983.

REM Title held in REM statement
REM Clear Screen
REM Cursor Off
REM Poke random Cursor positions
REM Keep repeating Line 40
REM Used to space out lines 
to make proaram text easier to read

10 REM ### Bubbles ###
20 CLS
30 PRINTCHR»<17?
40 P0KE617,I NT(39»RND'1-1 >:PRINT"p
50 GOTO 40
55 REM
5o REM
57 REM
sC NOTE:4269 or 617

The only thing we can say about this program is that it 
rewinds me to put the kettle on for yet another cup of 
Editorial tea. Note the prolific use of the REM statements 
and that line 60, just the way all programs should be 
presented - Who said that!

WE ARE NDT OPEN TO OFFERS ON 
PRICES ARE VALID UNTIL 14th July.

AS FOR 38K DONJON EXCEPT USES VIDEO 
ONLY 10.00 pounds + 50p P&P +VAT.
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PUT UP LETTER
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1

0^

ik nrr r

470 CURMOV 7,0,0
480 NEXT T
490 HS=1 ’HANG STAGE
500 CC=0 ’NUMBER OF CORRECT ENTRIES
520 CP=0 ’CORRECT ENTRY POINTER
600 GET K$:REM GET A KEY
605 CURSET 30,25,0 ’POINT ABOVE LINES
606 CF=O ’CORRECT FLAG
610 FOR T-l TO L:REM SCAN FOR LETTER
620 IF K$<>MID$(W$,T,1) THEN 670
621 N=0 ’CHECK IF PRE-ENTERED
622 IF K$=CL«(N) THEN 670 ’GO IF SO
623 N=N+1;IF N<=CP THEN 622
625 PING
630 CHAR ASC(K»).0,1

635 CC=CC+1 ’INC. CORRECT ENTRY COUNT
640 CF=1 ’SET CORRECT FLAG
670 CURMOV 10,0,0
680 NEXT T
690 CL$(CP)=K$:REM UPDATE CORRECT ENTRY
695 CP=CP+1
700 IF CF=O THEN 800 ’GO IF WONG
710 IF CC<L THEN 600
720 TEXT
730 PRINT
740 PRINT"Now
750 GOTO 930
799 GOTO 600
800 REM
802 ZAP
805 M=1 ’MAKE DRAWINGS VISIBLE
806 AA=10

This is just the program for the whole family to play, including Mother 
Good opening presetation helps to put onein the mood for the Hanging11

"Well done..you stopped the hanaing" 
you are doing it all again"

5 HIMEM #7FFF 
10 REM HANGMAN 
15 DIM CL$(100) 
20 PAPER 0 
30 INK 7 
35 RESTORE 
40 CLS 
100 60SUB 5000 ’PUT UP FACE 
110 TEXT 
115 CLS 
120 PRINT “Player 1:-Enter word please";
130 INPUT W$
131 CLS
132 INPUT "and clue please";C» 
140 PRINT "Is it correct ?"; 
150 GET AS 
160 IF A$="N" THEN 110 
170 CLS
175 PRINT "OK-now get second olayer
176 WAIT 200 
180 HG=1 ’FIRST STAGE OF HANGMAN 
190 HIRES 
200 PAPER 1 
210 L=LEN(W*) 
220 CURSET 30,30,0 
230 FOR T=1 TO L 
240 CHAR ASC("-"),0,1 
250 CURMOV 10,0,0 
260 NEXT T 
270 CURSET 0,150,0 
280 FILL 50.1,18 
290 CURSET 6,150,0 
300 FILL 50,1,0 
310 FOR T=150 TO 199 STEP 5 ’WALL 
320 CURSET O.T.O 
330 DRAW 239,0,1 
340 NEXT T 
350 FOR T=0 TO 239 STEP 5 
360 CURSET T,150.0 
370 DRAW 0,49,1 
380 NEXT T 
390 CURSET 20,10,0 
400 FOR T=1 TO 6 
410 READ M$ 
420 CHAR ASC(M$).0.1 
430 CURMOV 7.0,0 
440 NEXT T 
450 FOR T=1 TO LEN(C$^ 
455 M»=MID$(C»,T, 1) 
460 CHAR ASC(M$),0,1
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1300
1350
1400
1450

1300
1350
1400
1450

1300
1350
1400
1450

810 ON HS GOSUB 1000,1050,1100,1150.1200,1250,1300,1350,1400,1450 
820 HS-HS+1 
830 IF HS<11 THEN 600 
835 FOR T=0 TO 6 
837 PAPER T 
840 M=0:AA=10
845 GOSUB
846 GOSUB
847 GOSUB
848 GOSUB 
850 M=1:AA=5
855 GOSUB 1300
856 GOSUB 1350
857 GOSUB 1400
858 GOSUB 1450
859 WAIT 10
860 M=0:AA=5
865 GOSUB
866 GOSUB
867 GOSUB
868 GOSUB 
870 M=1:AA=1O
875 GOSUB
876 GOSUB
877 GOSUB
878 GOSUB 
880 WAIT 10 
885 NEXT T 
890 TEXT 
900 PRINT "The word was ";W$ 
920 PRINT "Hard luck chum... 
930 WAIT 500 
940 GOTO 20 
990 GET A$:TEXT 
995 END 
1000 REM HANGMAN FRAME 
1010 CORSET 150,140,0 
1020 FILL 10,10,127
1049 RETURN
1050 CURSET 180,20,0 
1060 FILL 120,1,127
1099 RETURN
1100 CURSET 150,20,0 
1110 FILL 10,5,127
1149 RETURN
1150 CURSET 155,20,0 
1160 DRAW 0,30,1
1199 RETURN
1200 CURSET 155,60,0 
1210 CIRCLE 10,1
1249 RETURN
1250 CURSET 155,70,0 
1260 DRAW 0,30,1
1299 RETURN
1300 CURSET 155,70,0 
1310 DRAW AA,10,M 
1320 RETURN 
1350 CURSET 155.70,0 
1360 DRAW -AA.10.M 
1370 RETURN 
1400 CURSET 155,100,0 
1410 DRAW AA,10,M 
1420 RETURN 
1450 CURSET 155,100.0 
1460 DRAW -AA,10,M 
1470 RETURN



’LEFT BUG EYE

’HAIR

",6,e.e

TO #BFDF STEP 40

'll
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’PUT UP LOGO
’PRINT NAME
’PUT UP HANGMAN MESSAGE
’PUT UP HIS MESSAGE 
’MOVE MOUTH

’CONVERT
’PUT IT UP

",L,E,T, " ’’it 9 11 y ||

",H,A,N,G,

II , II II__ II

5630 READ M«
5640 CHAR ASC(M$),0,0 ’PUT UP LETTER 
5650 CURMOV 8,0,1 
5660 NEXT T 
5690 RETURN 
5700 REM PUT UP LOGO 
5710 FOR T=1 TO 2 ’LAYERS OF NAME 
5715 RESTORE
5720 CURSET 12+T,10-T,1’START OF NAME 
5725 FOR N=1 TO 26 ’LETTER COUNT 
5730 READ M$ 
5735 M=ASC(M») 
5740 CHAR M,0,1 
5745.CURMOV 8,0,0 
5750 NEXT N 
5770 NEXT T 
5780 RETURN
5790 DATA "M",E, M,B, E, R, S, 1. “ 
5793 DATA S, 0, F, T, W, A,R, E, " "
5795 DATA S, E. R. V, I, C, E, S
5796 DATA F,R,E,D,"
5797 DATA H, A, N, G, M, A, N
5798 DATA D,O,N,
5799 DATA T,H,E,M,"
5800 REM CLOSE MOUTH 
5810 CURSET 80,125,M 
5820 DRAW 40,0,M 
5830 CURSET 75,75,0 ’MOVE EYEBALLS 
5840 CURSET 80,75,1 
5850 CURSET 125,75,0 
5860 CURSET 120,75,1 
5890 RETURN 
5900 REM OPEN MOUTH 
5910 CURSET 75,125.M 
5920 DRAW 5,-lO.M 
5930 DRAW 40,0,M 
5940 DRAW 5,10,M 
5950 DRAW -50,0,M 
5960 CURSET 80,75,0 ’MOVE EYEBALLS 
5965 CURSET 75,75,1 
5970 CURSET 120,75,0 
5980 CURSET 125.75,1 
5990 RETURN 
6000 DATA C,l,u,e

5000 REM FACE 
5010 HIRES 
5015 EXPLODE 
5020 CURSET 100,100,0 ’CENTRE 
5030 CIRCLE 50,1 ’FAT FACE 
5040 CIRCLE 10,1 ’BIG NOSE 
5050 CURSET 75,75,1 ’RIGHT BUG EYE 
5060 CIRCLE 8,1 
5070 CURSET 125,75,1 
5080 CIRCLE 8,1 
5090 CURSET 40,150,0 ’BODY 
5100 FILL 50,20,127 
5110 CURSET 45,170,0 
5120 FILL 30,1,#78 
5130 CURSET 145,170,0 
5140 FILL 30, 1,#78 
5150 CURSET 70,60,1 
5160 DRAW 60,0,1 
5190 GOSUB 5700 
5200 GOSUB 5600 
5210 GOSUB 5500 
5220 GOSUB 5300 
5230 GOSUB 5400 
5235 ZAP 
5240 FDR T=#A000 
5245 WAIT 1 
5250 POKE T.O 
5260 NEXT T
5299 RETURN
5300 REM PUT UP HIS MESSAGE 
5310 CURSET 40,35.0
5320 FOR T=1 TO 22 
5330 READ M» 
5340 CHAR ASC(M$).0,l 
5350 CURMOV 7,0.0 
5360 NEXT T
5365 CURSET 35,30,1
5366 DRAW 170,0,1
5367 DRAW 0,15,1
5368 DRAW -10.0,1
5369 DRAW -30,20,1
5370 DRAW 20,-20,1
5371 DRAW -150,0,1
5372 DRAW 0,-15,1
5399 RETURN
5400 REM MOVE MOUTH 
5405 FDR T=1 TO 10
5410 M=l:GOSUB 5900 ’OPEN MOUTH 
5420 WAIT 20 
5430 M=0:GOSUB 5900 ’DELETE 
5440 M=l:GOSUB 5800 ’CLOSE MOUTH 
5450 WAIT 20 
5460 M=0:GOSUB 5800 ’DELETE 
5465 PING 
5470 NEXT T
5499 RETURN
5500 REM PUT UP HANGMAN MESSAGE 
5510 CURSET 40,20,0
5520 FOR T=1 TO 7 
5530 READ M$ 
5540 CHAR ASC(M*),O,1 
5545 CURMOV 20,0,0 
5550 NEXT T 
5560 RETURN 
5600 REM NAME
5610 CURSET 60,160,1 ’START POSITION 
5620 FOR T=1 TO 8 ’NO. OF LETTERS
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#FORTHI hJTOOLKITVDUOOZ 82« A

 tt#*

C. P.Nowel1

By way of a
love in TUG's toolkits, using

To sum up, I

speed tool! 
compares with 
BASIC toolkit.

RVS REVFLAG CS> O 
C! F 30 C. VSEND ENDIF ;

the main command words should be fairly straightforward, 
normal FORTH conventions but SC $7 should give you some 

the normal order but remember you don't need the 
checked and reference line 5 
now reside on screens 23 & 

Line 5 is normally blank so the 
ILLEGAL QUANTITY" on it, if wished.

on screens 1-6 of the listing, 
not much explanation should 

; ' ' , Firstly it is assumed by the author that you
TUGBUG or have installed the necessary patch at $FBEB 

Both will work equally well 
calling address for the VDU 80/82 driver, 
in the interests of max speed of transfer, 
also uses a location on page 0 
transfering data from FORTH to 
on L_ . --------r------------ „ ,
It is perfectly safe to use locations less than $40 by the way, 
alone in our implementation.

idea. X and 
hash!’

It is fairly liberally sprayed 
be necessary. A couple of

i are 
as published in

I as both monitors use the same 
The main primitive on SC $1 uses this fact 
You will also have probably noticed that it 

as a transit point. There is probably a better way of 
 .... i machine code routines than this but as 1 pointed out 

SC $6^ I don't profess to be a good FORTH programmer but I'm willing to learn!!
use locations less than $40 by the way, as FORTH leaves them

bit sick doesn’t it?! So does the 
> 1563 bytes of space which 

of EPROM (admittedly without RENUMBER) space for the 
UNdraw itself....

change this month, I decided to see how easy (or hard) it would be to 
implement all the facilities we have come to know and 1 .
the now more popular' language of FORTH.

Forth Toolkit to work with the VDU B0/S2 Card ) 
FORTH DEFINITIONS HEX ( First the main primitive )

FBEB JSR, NEXT JMP. END-CODE
( Clear screen, cursor home )
( Cursor hpme, screen secure )

( Cursor up ')
( Cursor down or line feed )
( Cursor left )

( Cursor right )
Reverse Video status )

SCR # 1
0 i
1
2 CODE VSEND 30 LDA.
3 .: CLS C 30 C! VSEND ;
4 : HOME 1 30 C! VSEND ;
5 : UP 1A 30 C! VSEND ;
b : DOWN A 30 C! VSEND ;
7 : LEFT 8 30 C! VSEND ;
8 : RIGHT 9 30 C! VSEND ;
9 0 VARIABLE REVFLAG ( Variable for
10 : RVS REVFLAG CS> 0= IF 1 REVFLAG C! E 30 C! VSEND ELSE 0 REVFLAG
11 C! F 30 C. VSEND ENDIF ; ( Acts as a toggle action on/off )
12 0 VARIABLE LUFLAG ( Variable for Underline Status )

-15-

l’m quite pleased with the result of my efforts as I think you will be if you try a
couple of the sample programs on SC $7. The speed is very good and the economy of
memory of actual compiled code is quite staggering. Just to give an idea, FAN2
which is of course our old friend the original demo for the VDU board^ compiles to 77
bytes of dictionary space!! Makes BASIC look a L-. — 

Screens 1-6 (the whole toolkit) compiles to 
a full 2K l. _..
See if you can make FAN3 work in reverse i.e.

The result is as you see 
around with comments so 
points are worthy of mention though, 
either using T’JZZ'JZ 
the past for TANBUG.

The syntax of using 
remembering of course the

Y are entered in
Commands like CURS and CWIDTH are fully error 

of the 1st screen of error messages which on my system 
24, hence the reason you see SCs 1-7 being used. I 
user may put something like "T -----

To sum up, I really enjoyed writing in FORTH and found it very easy to get on with 
and a refreshing change from BASIC. It only took me about four hours work and with 
very few bugs as well but then FORTH is like that. It forces you to write better 
programs. I now look forward to having a go with OR1C FORTH and look forward to 
seeing perhaps a little more interest in this direction. Any takers. . I m already- 
looking at the idea of a LOGO implementation using FORTH so keep your eyes on 
future newsletters for details.



2 )

30 + 77 SWAP 5B ESC 4 0 DC) 30 C'

7 as
9

13
VSEND LOOP ;

►

1

( Sets a point ON )
( Resets a point OFF ;

( Inverts a point )

ELSE DUE 3
ELSE DUP 4

15
OK

1 TEST
' MOVE

Note that the ) 
a constant as it mill always be zero ? 
IF DROP DROP' 5 ERROR ELSE) YLO C‘ ENDIF

XLO L: E'NDU- 
4 )

‘SET ID CONSTANT 'CLEAR IB CONSTANT 
'DRAW 1? CONSTANT 'UNDRAW IF CONSTANT

( All for later use as status bytes
VCOLS DUE 1 = IF 4F COLS C1
ELSE DUF 2 - IF 28 COLS L1

IF IB COLS Ci
IF 14 COLS Ci

)
( Superscript - next char up ) 

next char down ) 
use )

SCR # 3
0 ■■ GRAPHICS CONTROL MODULE - 1 )
1
2 (

< First define all tne variables and constants ) 
i usee to denote the command svmbol required <

3 1C CONSTANT
4 IE CONSTANT
5 15 CONSTANT ilNVERTP 17 CONSTANT 'INVERTL C VARIABLE XLO
6 0 VARIABLE XHI 0 VARIABLE /LU 0 CONSTAN7 r'HI

( Now start the routines proper using the same convention
a ( the VDU SO/82 TOOLKIT and using the primitive on SC #1 as >

< the main communication with the VDU card.
10 Y coord 1 f'HI” IE

FCDDRDS DLip FF
> IF DROP DROP 5 ERROR ELSE. XHI C!

< Sets up
it all out

11 :
12 100 /MOD DUP 1

: PARAS TCOORDE YHI YL-j Ci XHI Ci XLO Ci ;
14 : OUT ALL 5 V DO 30 C: VSEND LOOP ; ' Spits
15 — )

OK

ELSE DUP 5 = IF 10 COLS C:
ELSE 5 ERROR ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ;

13 : CWIDTH VCOLS DUP CHARWIDTH Ci
14 VSEND LOOT .
15 ( CWIDTH expects value on stack - to character width required ) 

OK

Didn't
15

Ok

SER # 5
■- ( Cursor and screen 

If you out bad

13 IB CONSTANT ESC ( 0 = Off. 1 = Underlined Text )
14 : LU LUFLAG Ci 0= IF 1 LUFLAG C! 75 31 56 ESC 4 0 DO 30 C! VSEND 

LOOP ELSE 0 LUFLAG C 75 30 5B ESC 4 0 DO 30 C! VSEND LOOP — >

.'DRAW OLTALL ;
!UNDRAW DUTALL ;

INDRAW PARAS .’INVERTL DUTALL :
(MOVE OUTALL ;

TEST PARAS ‘TEST OUTALl BEGIN BEOC Ci 9F > UNTIL BE00 Ci
; * Result left in location $31, 1 = Foint set ■

SCR # 2
0 ( Cursor and screen control
1 ENDIF ; ( Acts as a toggle action on/off
2 : SPS AO-30 C1 VSEND ;
3 : SBS Al 30 Ci VSEND : ( Subscript
4 0 VARIABLE CHARWIDTH ( Width status for later
5 4F VARIABLE COLS IB CONSTANT ROWS O VARIABLE WLG
6 IS VARIABLE WHI
7 :a
9

10
11
12

SCR # 4 
0 ( GRAPHICS CONTROL MODULE --
1 : SET PARAS 'SET OUTALL :
2 : RESET PARAS 'CLEAR OUTALL
3 : INSET PARAS ilNVERTP OUTALL :
4 : DRAW PARAS !DRAW OLTALL ; ( Draws a line to coords I
5 : UNDRAW PARAS 'UNDRAW DUTALL : < Erases a line to coords )
6 : INDRAW PARAS 'INVERTL OUTALL : ■. Inverts a line to coord- '
7 : MOVE PARAS 'MOVE OUTALL ; ( Moves graphics pen to coord- )
B ; -------- ---------- -------
9 1 AND 31 C!

10 ■ 0 -- Point not set
11 ■; Ok now all the graphics commands are done, we’d better .
12 ■: go back and ccrrv on where SCRN #2 left off because I '■
13 ( forgot all about the CURS and WINDOW commands....  ;
14 1 Di dn ’ t 1 ?! ; ' Si 11 y m- ......... 1 )

control -3 (! !!)
at BCE 42 you’ll see that the variables )
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)

— )

4
1

1 s

1 Usually more error free too.

C * A 3 D 3 DRAW D 3 5 + D ! LOOP :

: FAN3 CLS 0 A 1 255 B

*******

*reviewsSORTWftREOR I C*MONTHNEXTCOMING*

**

**
— 17 —

3
4

**
**
♦ *

»*
*»

‘WINDOW WHI CS) 
VSEND LOOP ;

3
4

1 0 0 MOVE 52 0 DO 
B 3 5 - B

12
IE '
14 :

1 All the VDU 80/82 commands are implemented ) 
and SYS. These have been > 

The author doesn’t ) 
but it all works )

■ and when compiled takes up less room than the EPROM )
i versior that was written -For BASIC. Even though FORTH 1
i is supposed to impose a strict programming discipline )

14 ! the author -Finds it even easier to write at the keyboard )
15 t than in BASIC 1 Usually more error tree too. )

Ok

SCR # t
0 < Cursor and screen control

( All that’s left now is the WINDOW command >
2 : WINDOW OVER OVER > IF DROP DROP 5 ERROR ELSE ENDIF OVER 

17 > IF DROP DROP 5 ERROR ELSE OVER WLO C! ENDIF DUP 18 7 
IF DROP 5 ERROR ELSE WHI Ci ENDIF u 32 C!

5 H A 3B WLO Ci H>A 5B ESC 32 C3 4 + 0 DO 30 Ci 
e> : S
7 ( So that’s it
8 ( with the exception of DEC, HEXS.
9 i missed out for obvious reasons.
10 ( profess to be a good FORTH programmer
11
12
13

2 ( have already been set up and are waiting faithfully to ) 
( be used ! ) 
( So let’s get down to it proper 1 )

5 63 CONSTANT !CURS 72 CONSTANT !WINDOW 0 VARIABLE CROW
6 0 VARIABLE CCOL ( Except a couple of important ones !
7 : 2CURSC DUE COLS CS> > IF DROP DROP 5 ERROR ELSE CCOL Ci
8 ENDIF DUP ROWS 1 IF DROP 5 ERROR ELSE CROW C! ENDIF
9 WHI Ci’ WLO C3 - CROW C3 < IF 5 ERROR ENDIF ;
10 : H>A DUP 9 7 IF A /MOD SWAP 30 + SWAP 30 + 32 C3 2* 32 C'
11 ELSE 30 + 32 CG) 1+ 32 C! ENDIF ;

■: H>A converts a hex bvte into 2 or if less than 10 dec J 
1 ASCI I numbers and- leaves them on the stack HI/LO ) 
CURS 7CURSC 0 32 Ci 'CURS CCOL CG> H>A 3B CROW Ci H>A 5E 

15 ESC 32 Ci' 4 + 0 DO 30 C! VSEND LOOP 
Ok

J 52 0 DO 0 A i MOVE
B 3 5 - B ! LOOP 101 0 DO C 3 255 MOVE 

D $ 5 - D ' LOOP ;

THE VALLEY AND TERROR FROM THE DEEP ( Kayde Software)
GAMES COMPENDIUM ( Salamander Software ) **
OR1C TREK ( Salamander Software ) **
PAINTER ( A & F Software ) **
JOGGER ( Severn Software ) **
XENON-1 ( U.K. Software ) **

SCR fl
0 i Sample programs for the FORTH VDUKIT )
1 FOETH DEFINITIONS DECIMAL
2 : FAN CLS 511 0 DO 0 0 MOVE I 255 DRAW 5 +LODP ;

4 : FAN2 FAN 511 0 DO 511 0 MOVE I 255 DRAW 5 +LODP ;
5
6 C VARIABLE A 0 VARIABLE B 0 VARIABLE C 0 VARIABLE D
7 : SPIRAL CLS 0 A ! 255 E ! 511 C ! 0 D
a A 5 B S DRAW C 9 B 3 DRAW C 3 D 3 DRAW A 3 5 + A :
9 C 3 5

10
11 : FAN3 CLS 0 A 1 255 B ’ 5 C : 505 D
12 511 B 3 DRAW A 3 5 + A !
13 D 3 0 DRAW C 3 5 + C i
14
15

On
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JOIN IN AND STAY ON TOP!

Oric-1
LETTERS

Dear Paul,

run
problem with my new cassette recorder.

can listen to the signal on the tape but it seems

this is

This may have happened during the

Dear Paul,

start

me a fortune.

SECOND HAND

<£><£»

Tanger ± ne Key^tjcD^ir-cl

PRICE:- 45.00 pounds +2.00 P&P + VAT.

Sy s-t e?m Mot t~ier Boar cJ Skits

PRICE;- 35.00 pounds + 1.00 P&P + VAT.

-IS-

Then Tansoft products I did ring, 
Local exchange success did bring, 
A sexy voice the other end, 
Said all the info, she would send.

Today the postman brought the lot, 
Magazine, book and list I got. 
Send ten pounds at once she said, 
A years supply to read in bed.

Saw Mr.Taylor, helpful chap, 
All computers he could zap, 
Went past hours, well over the top, 
Someone locked us in the shop,

"Dear ancient Dad, it just won't work, 
You're running it fast, you silly burke" 
And then with beaming smile wide, 
He turned it to the other side.

Take two Roms 
arc 

now that the

w ith 
which I

Thanks to all who gave their time, 
To cheer me up, and hence the rhyme. 
Oric, Tansoft, Laskeys too, 
Many thanks must go to you.

I rang 'Oric' once again,
I'm sure you think I'm quite a pain, 
They said I needed book and tape, 
The two things didn't correlate.

now.
to 

with 
all akin to 

a campaign to

They said no software could be got, 
I felt quite faint, and went all hot, 
Then Laskeys rang me on the 'phone, 
We've software here, no need to moan.

I ran the tape all full of giee, 
It won’t go in, oh, woe is me. 
Then in walk son, a clever youth, 
Who said in accents quite uncouth,

A. - The first thing to do is to look at ye 
if the tape is unevenly woundThey then said "Please ring Tangerine 

At Ely", please what did they mean?
I just got a high pitched howl, 
Which made my temper really foul.

and go to bed early!! r ' ' 
becoming unindated with glossies, it’s even

Off to Laskeys, parked the car, 
And walk a distance, not too far. 
Bought two tapes and felt so grand, 
They didn't work, which made me mad.

I hope that now I’ll get it right, 
With modern things I'm not too bright, 
All these prints and beeps and pokes, 
Are difficult for we older folks.

or it 
not

as a

with the Oric-1 only to 
magazines of all shapes and sizes punting for business'

Back to Laskeys, spoke to Liz, 
A charming girl who knew her 'bizz' 
A change of tape from her obtained, 
Twas just as bad, so nothing gained.

into a
I < 
signal recorded on the tape is rising and falling in 
this is apparent my Oric will not load the 
anything I can do about this problem.

Q. - It's typical that I should start up a hobby like computing 
the Oric-1 only to find the bookshelves swamped

don't seem to be able to keep my hands off - Help! ft's costing

I heard the news, 1 was so impressed, 
They said that 'Oric' was the best. 
Off with money clutched in hand, 
To buy an 'Oric', ain't life grand!

A. - Never mind, we're here with a remedy, 
and go to bed early!! But 1 do agree that the bookshelves 
becoming unindated with glossies, it's even worse r.-_ 
'Weeklies' have started swamping the streets, and who knows, 
there may even be a 'Daily' pretty soon - The Daily Mic seems 
appropriate, can't wait to sec the first page three micro! Most 
of the magazines cover a wide range of micro’s which makes it 
an expensive pastime in following to many of them. Much 
depends on whether or not you're following the micro world in 
general rather than buying them specifically for the Oric. I 
would suggest you browse through them before buying in future 
and not play pot luck with them. All the main bookshops like 
Smiths or Menzies collect a number of browsers at the 
bookshelves so you won’t be obvious. Buy only those which 
contain Oric-1 information.

sounds! as
result, the^tape is in effect rubbing against the cassette

signal , would have developed this characteristic, or it may be 

but is not now being 
most often caused by

■ • (, -y .... ^.. i,ia long
a given file, the starting and stopping with fast winds 

and rewinds is normally associated with this. The first 
.suggestion is to fast wind the tape to one end and follow that by 
a playback of the entire tape. This should even out’the spooled 
tape. Sometimes of course this may be caused by the cassette 
plastic body being too tight against the spools, in which case J 
would suggest that the cassette body screws, if fitted, be iust 
slackened a little to loosen the ■

Your Newsletters have been running for over three years 
These Monthfy issues have been increasing in size and content 
cover a wide range of interests and aspects of computing 
the Microtan and the computing hobby which we 
support. As a result we have this month''started c 
include Users of the Microtan system who are unfortunatclv not 
currently members of your Group. With this issue wc 'hate- 
included a membership application form which we hope you will 
pass on to your friends and fellow enthusiasts. Get them to join 
in with your Group and subscribe to your newsletters and iIiom- 
articles included therein and like the rest of join in with tin- inn 
and enthusiasm<we all have for our system. If they join us *nii 
a broken arm or twisted ankle we will know that you hove lx<-': 
persuading them with diplomacy. Bloody noses we can cater M. 
the Microtan system we rule. There's and old saying that’-, no
original from us but nevertheless spell's it out, "There's talkers 
and there's do'ers in the computing industry" Thank goodness 
we’ve proved ourselves to be the latter. Your Tangerine I sets 
Group is the most advanced and progressive Users Group in 
support of their system worldwide. We stand as an Independant 
Group not associated with any commercial interests or those who 
do not have the very best of system support at heart tor our 
members or our system.

would suggest that the cassette body screws, if fitted, 
slackened a little to loosen rhe tape spools. It pays to watch 
for this sort of problem and always take a backup copy just in 
case. And please, save yourself a lot of grief, use purpose data 
cassettes, it pays in the long term.

Q. - Being my first attempt at this new found interest I've 

During playback 
s as though the 

1 tone and when 
program. Is there

M to-Oric"

your cassette tape as it
1 on the spools,

- . — .. - Cck-SC.
^cording in which case the

properly recorded in the first instance
replayed evenly. This type of fault is
Starting and stopping the tape particularly when searching
tape for ? *:■— *>-- °

rewinds is



Dear Paul, Dear C 4 V.G,

game,

or
to.

Dear Paul,

My well

u iv Oric-1.

envisaged

program.
which

Having been working

this

tell 11

Dear Paul, Dear Paul,

Q.

hit in any case after the listing to printer has finished.
you our little Leprchaun's working overtime on that 

button but I know you didn't believe us, Ehl!

186 = PRINT
250 = RETURN WITHOUT GOSUB

1 FORA= 131 1TO1 383:POKEA,250:NEXT
10 ?????????????? (Fill this line up with '?' until the bell 
sounds)

fair 
But 

8's that are enclosed 
Where 

5 & 8 are left and right, 6 ft 7 
Make sure that the SYNTAX remains correct (this 

extra bracket in most cases) and all will now RUN 
Line 160 should be corrected in the same way but

. The short two line program above replaces all the 186's in 
line 10 with the value 250 therefore causing the extra length 
of the line when listed. By changing the value, POKED into 
line 1 you can see all the keywords stored in the Oric Rom, 
some of which are not listed in the manual, these will return 
a Syntax Error if used! and therein lays a secret! i.e. INVERSE 
- NORMAL. Anyway, thanks very much Paul and keep up 
the good work on the newsletter - more power to the Tugwriter. 
Mick Poat

program, 
any such

In response to your article on 'Oric-1 the Schizonphrenic' in 
newsletter 32, I'd like our Tug members to try this little 
snippet...

■ • -- - ? on what goes on in the
read of this letter which our Software Director 

It should be of interest to

Type RUN and Hit Return
The program will not Run and return with an Error message
- Clever aint it!
Now LIST the program - We did tell you, it ail happens at 
TUG!!.
This amazing line length is caused by the way that the Oric 
stores its Basic Keywords. Each keyword is stored in program 
memory as a single byte, f 28 different words or phrases in 
all, stored as a number from 128 to 255. These numbers are 
read during a listing and expanded out onto the screen into 
their keyword, form.

1 read somewhere, 1 believe in one of the reviews on the 
that the character sets may be 'Overwritten' with data

TUG on.

My last tip is more cosmetic, than anything but tidies up a 
program run. If you are sick of the sight of CAPS in the top 
right corner then either type in direct mode or within a 
program, POKE98035.0 and, as if by magic, it will disappear! All 
that is happening is that a BLACK INK attribute is being placed 
in the cell I before the C of CAPS!

Perhaps this is an opportune moment to pass on a couple of tips 
to the many ORIC owners out there, thirsting for knowledge!

put up with it. 
want to take a 
type in:-
CALL#E6CA:LLIST (CR)
At this point the .keyboard interupts will be turned off and the 
listing started automatically. If you enter CALL//E6CA on its 
own it will disable the keyboard completely and you'll have to 
hit the Reset button to get back control. Reset will have to be 

.We did 
reset

A. - You're quite right there has been an extra hole added to 
later additions of the Oric-1's and in many cases proved to be 
useful mod for those with similar problems as you mentioned. 
Again, it's a question of getting inside your machine if you don't 
wum to send it back from whence it came. Care must be taken 
if you intend to 'Hole' the bottom case to gain access from the 
outside of the case for adjustments. Remove the outer case 
screws in the normal manner not forgetting the hidden Screw 
underneath the label. With the bottom case just lifted clear it's 
possible to judge where the extra hole should be made and 
marked accordingly, with that it only remains to drill a small 
holo, say 3/16 or a 1/4 inch dia the 1/4 inch allowing a degree 
of alignment inacuracy not to prove fatal if you've misjudged the 
position of the adjuster a little. As always care should be taken 
when attempting these types of mod's.

1 hope I have been of some help to your readers and please pass 
on that we at TUG are here to serve and will only be too 
pleased to answer any problems or queries about the ORIC or

■ any TANGERINE equipment in general.

in your JUNE S3 issue with 
You are right, it is a very addictive 

That is to say

Thanks for supporting the ORIC-1 
the game called SNAKES.

however it does not RUN as intended.
that it is not the cursor keys that do the controlling but the 
number keys 5 to 8.

Just to show that we are keeping an eye 
mags, have a t-----— -------- -------
sent to Computer and Video Games, 
all those who have tried the program in question.

In order to use the cursor control keys via either the GET 
KEY$ functions, one would need to know' the codes that these 
keys return when pressed. They are in fact duplicates of CTRL 
H to K and return ASCII codes 8 to ■ 11 in the order LEFT, 
RIGHT, DOWN and UP.

A. - You can protect the alternative character set area by using 
the ’HIMEM1 command which operates in much the same way as 
that you've been use to. This Himem command works in a 
similar fashion in setting the top of Basic boundary. In this 
particular case use it within the first line of your programming:- 
HIMEM//97FF

In order that SNAKES should respond to these heys, a 
amount of modification to the program listing is required, 
as a guide, replace ALL 5's, 6's, 7's or 
within inverted commas with the statement; CHR$(X). 
"X" is the required movement, 
down and up. 
involv es an 
as planned.
using : IF A$ CHR$(7) AND A$ CHR$(12) THEN D$=A$ to 
provide the correct blockout for illegal keys.

I've been told that some of the recent Oric-1's have an 
extra hole in the underside or base moulding which gives access 
to another tuner for the Modulated TV signal. This, 1 would have 
thought, should be notified to the many Oric users to enable 
them to get a further adjustment to these signals if they're 
having picture quality, or tuning problems. As 1 understand it 
the extra adjuster is for course tuning in which case it's what 
I've been looking for because my colour picture often goes off a 
little leaving me without any real colour at all, tuning in the 
fine adjuster or the old telly does no good at all.

0. - You can add another Oric doon to your 'Bug List’, 
proven and trusted printer doesn’t seem to get on too well with 

It appears as though the Oric wants to throw the 
printer the odd curve or two, or rather a 'Squiggle' or two. 
Sometimes they can get really mad with each other and there's 
squiggles all over the place in my listings, which by the way, I 
object to, particularly after a long programming session and I 
want a printout. What good is a load of squiggles where there 
ought to be data. I’ve tried my Oric on other printers only to 
find the same thing happens. Have you formed an 'Squiggle 
Eradicator' service yet or shall I put down some slug pellets?

A. - Yes we know all about the little squiggles. On the
first occassion we encounted them we called in Rentokil but they 
reckoned the job was to big for them when they found the the 
little squiggles were too firmly established and their breeding 
cycle was too fast for them to keep up with, kill one and you 
get two in its place. We even tried some Parazone which didn't 
help, we lost all our colour display, and the smell!!. We did 
manage to capture one of the little beasts in a glass jar and 
after intensive interrogation with a 1947 Ford starting handle it 
admitted being a disciple of a new evil one known as the 
Keyboard Interupt. So until we can get an adventure program 
written to deal with this new menace I’m afraid you'll have to 

In the meantime try the following when you 
squiggle free listing. In Basic command mode

Q-
Oric-1,
arrays. If this is true what can I do about protecting this area?.
1 must admit that I've been somewhat spoilt from the Microtan 
system days when we had a 'Memory Size' protection facility but 
of course the Oric does not have this built into in operating 
system.

Another tip that I'd like to pass on is one that I feel is very 
important when a lot of STRING usage is envisaged in a 

That is the use of HIMEM #97FF as the first line of 
It's need is due, unfortunately, to an 

oversight in the operating system which leaves the memory 
pointers used by BASIC set to the wrong place at power up 
time, i.e. bang in the middle of the area used by the character 
sets, that are used by ORIC, Stored in RAMI! This has caused 
one reviewer elsewhere to wonder why his strings were corrupting 
his character sets during a program run! I'* u '
with the ORIC for some time now, it has become a habit with 
me to always start my programs in this way to avoid any 
possible unpredictable things happening.



FEATURES

BLURB

BRAIN IN GEAR

TILT

THUMB UP BUM BRAIN IN NEUTRAL

HEAD CRASHING SESSIONS

WET SPONGE TREATMENT

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE
BUGS

BASIC INTERPRETER

JI

Enthusiasts Hero :Duck Rogers.

ASSEMBLEY LANGUAGE 
BINARY CODE 
THE UNIVERSE
JOYSTICK
FORTH LANGUAGE 
ADVENTURE PROGRAMS 
BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
COMPUTERS 
MAGAZINE REVIEWS 
SCRIPTURES
RABBIT - RABBIT - RABBIT 
WALLIES
GROCKLES

THE TU6 
DlCTlOHAAY OF 
COM Put ft?

terms I

of
If

for the first time send
quickly as possible.
future newsletters
decided that they're suitable.
is perfectly acceptable ;
language used is readable by

us
You'll

as and

Well!! it's a fun dictionary of the real 
world of computing jargon. If you think 
that you've a few interpretations that you'd 
like to put forward let us know. We'll be 
only too pleased to add them to our
Official Concise Computer Dictionary. For
those we accept for inclusion into our
dictionary we'll be giving a software game 
away. If you're in the right mood and
would like to participate in the future 
education of those entering into computing 

your offerings as 
find them in 
when we've 
Axe grinding 

providing the 
/ your maiden 

aunt!!! Just to get you in the mood:-

Bugs in disguise both Hardware & 
Software,
Microcomputer salesman verbal exhaust, 
magazine advertisements, Brochures. 
Engagement of mental activity for 
exacting performance.
Where the 'Brain in Gear' drops out 
of gear!
Total destruction of the mental processes 
- Closed Loop!!
Prolific discussions and meetings between 
Hardware/Software designers - There's 
nothing quite like it here on Earth. 
Unhelpful techniques used by salesmen. 
Dealers and Manufacturers.
You can feel it, see it, send it back 
for repair - machinery - Designers damp 
dream.
Fuel to make the hardware do what 
it should do without software!
Big ones, little ones, usually found 
in previous two definitions in 1-rge 
quantities built in. Needs Users Group 
to eradicate!
The bridge between those who can 
and those who can't.
The answer for those who can.
The processors only way out.
We'll design it tomorrow.
Tool used to excite computer salesmen. 
An extension for those who can.
For those sick of the real world.
Pretenders right to the throne.
Games machines with bigger memories.
Irish interpretations.
According to Users. Groups.
Computer wives answer to Basic.
Operating System Designers.
Show visitors in disguise, with kids.



Ben > »»»RAYTEL CLOCK (Little* ** THE

Line 10 sets up important variables.

Lines 20 - 60 draws the hands on the screen.

Lines 70 - 150 constitute the main program loop.

Line 160 subroutine to calculate x & y for circles.

Lines 170 - 360 are purely setting up the array and drawing the clock face etc.

Lines 370 - 430 allow the time t be set:-

F

hitting the Space bar when the hand is at thestopped bybe

Real Ti mewith theto run

T I MF

that’sAftr all,

□F"T,,Ms":G0SUB250
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There's no reason why this program cannot be modified 
Clock.

will set the Hours.
M - will set the minutes.
S - stops and starts the clock.

="B:PRINT
="C:PRINT"IN HEX"SPC(20) "$"Ht:PRINT 
="D:PRINT"IN HEX"SRC(20)"t"Lt:PRINT

";At: IFAt="Y"THEN70

CALCULATION

that

With the high resolution graphics generated by the Video Module a decent clock face 
is available with this program. Although the face on the screen is symmetrical the 
printout does suffer a little. The clock keeps the time quite accurately.

H & M actions can 
required position.

This is a program to calculate the value that has to 
in order to achieve a particular interrupt or

5 REM Video Module + Toolkit
10 #WId2:PRINTCHRt(12):A=750000
20 PRINTSPC(8)"6522 VIA TIMERS":PRINTSPC(3)"LOAD PARAMETER CALCULATOR
30 PRINT:PRINT"CLOCK IS";A/1000;"KHZ. OK (Y/N)";:INPUTAt
40 IFAt="Y"THEN70
50 IFAt<>"N"THEN30
60 INPUT"INPUT CLOCK SPEED IN KHZ ";A:A=Atl000:G0T030
70 PRINTCHRt(12):INPUT"ENTER TIME INTERVAL REQUIRED IN Ms";T
80 At="O123456709ABCDEF"
90 I=(l/T)»1000:B=A/I:C=INT(B/256):D=B~C»256
100 IFB > I NT (2'" 16) THENPRI NT " NOT POSSIBLE": G0SUB250: G0T070
110 HM=INT(C/16):HL=(C-HM»16):LM=INT(D/16): LL=(D-LMI16)
120 IFB-INT(B)~0THEN170
130 PRINT:PRINT"IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO HAVE AN INTERVAL
140 IFINT(B)>BTHENT=T+1
150 T-T-l:I=(l/T)»1000:B=A/I:IFB-INT(B)<>0THEN140
160 PRINT:PRINT-THE NEAREST IS"T"Ms":G0T090
170 HM=HM+1:HL-HL+l:LM=LM+1:LL=LL+1
180 Ht=MIDt (At. HM, 1) -t-MIDl (At, HL, 1) : Lt=MIDt (At,LM, 1)+MIDt(At,LL, 1)
190 PRINT:PRINT"NUMBER OF INTERUPTS/SEC ="I:PRINT
200 PRINT"COUNT TO BE LOADED
210 PR I NT"HIGH BYTE OF COUNTER
220 PRINT"LOW BYTE OF COUNTER
230 INPUT"MORE
240 PRINTCHRt(12):END
250 F0RJ»0T01000;NEXT;RETURN

be put in the VIA Timer 
registers in order to achieve a particular interrupt or timeout period. I got fed up 
with doing it the hard way and knocked it up in a few minutes. Aftr all, that’s what 
computing is all about, letting the machine do some of the work for you.



LIST

I

>

T~t>
Xi I4 x I

11

mi

uu V
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A

XI ' X 
z >
x 3A

A x

ind

5 REM Video Module + Toolkit
10 5=64;SE=19:Sl=l:S2=2:S0=0:SI=60:MI=SI:HI=SI:SH=60:SZ=19:SX=12:GOT017O
20 #MoZ(SO,SI),Z(SI,SI):#INdZ(2,SI),Z(3,SI):RETURN
30 #MoZ(SO,MI),Z(SI,MI):#INdZ(8,MI~S1),Z(9,MI-SI):#INdZ(4,MI),Z(5,MI)
40 #INdZ(B,MI+S1),Z(9,MI+S1):#INdZ(SO,MI),Z(SI,MI): RETURN
50 #MoZ(S0,HI),Z(SI,HI):#INdZ(10,HI-S2),Z(11,HI-S2):#INdZ(6,HI),Z(7.HI)
60 #INdZ(10.HI+S2),Z(11,HI+S2):#INdZ(SO,HI),Z(SI, HI):RETURN
70 WAITVB,S:POKEVB,S:SE=SE-S1:IFSE7S0THEN70
80 GOSUB20:SI=SI+S1:GOSUB20:IFSI=61THENSI=S1:REM DRAW SECOND HAND
90 IFPEEK(SIX>S0THEN370
100 IFSI<>SHTHENSE=SZ:G0T070
110 GOSUB30:MI=MI+S1:GOSUB30:SE-14:IFMI=61THENMI=S1;REM MIN HAND + 1
120 IFMI/SXOINT (MI/SX) THEN70
130 G0SUB50:HI=HI+Sl:G0SUB50:SE=S2:REM HOUR HAND
140 IFH1=62THENHI=S2
150 G0T070
160 X=Nl+R0»S2tC0S(I):Y=N2+N3»R0»SIN(I);RETURN
170 #WId2: PRINTCHR* (27); " [Ob";: CH=146: CL =>124: VA=490G8: VB=VA+13
180 POKEVA+6,CL:POKEVA+7,CH:POKEVA+11,192:POKEVA+14,127:POKEVA+5,CH
190 Pl=3.141592654:R=90:Nl=255:N2=12B:N3=l.3:N4=2»PI:N5=N4+N4/4:N6=N4/60
200 #CLS:RO=R:I=N5+.001:G0SUB160:#MoX,Y:R1=R-1O:R3=5:N8=0:N9=l1:DIMZ(N9,64)
210 RO=.001:GOSUB160;X1=X-1:Y1=Y-1:P0KE1,0:F0RI=N5+.001TON4/4STEP-N6
220 RO=R:G0SUB160:#DrX,Y:XO=X:YO=Y:REM DRAW FACE
230 RO=R1:IFN7=OTHENRO=Rl-5:N7=5
240 G0SUB160.-#MoX,Y:#DrX0,Y0:N7=N7-l:REM DRAW MINUTES
250 R0=R3:G0SUB160:Z(0,NB)=X:Z(1,N8)=Y:REM INNER LIMIT FOR ALL HANDS
260 #MoXl,Yl:#DrX, Y: #MoXO, YO.-REM DRAW CENTRE CIRCLE
270 R0=Rl-7:G0SUB160:Z(2,N8)=XsZ(3,N8)=Y:REM OUTER LIMIT FOR SEC HAND
280 RO=R1-10:GDSUB160:Z(4,N8)=X:Z(5,N8)=Y:REM OUTER LIMIT FOR MIN HAND
290 R0=Rl-25:G0SUB160:Z(6,NB)=X:Z(7,NB)=Y:REM OUTER LIMIT FOR HOUR HAND
300 R0=Rl-47.5:GDSUB160;Z(8,N8)=X:Z(9,N8)=Y:REM MIN HAND MIDDLE
310 RO=Rl-55:G0SUB160;Z(10,NB)=X:Z(11,N8)=Y:REM HOUR HAND MIDDLE
320 N8=N8+1;NEXT;F0RJ=60T064:F0RI=0TDN9;Z(I,J)=Z(I,J-60):NEXTI.J
330 #Cu3,20:PRINT" XU": #Cu4,26: PRINT" I": #Cu7,30: PRINT" 11"
340 #Cul2,31:PRINT"111";#Cul6,28:PRINT"1111":#Cul9,27:PRINT"V";G0SUB50
350 #Cu21,20:PRINT"Vr,:#Cul9,15:PRINT"VI1":#Cul6,11:PRINT"VIII":G0SUB30
360 #Cu12,9:PRINT"IX":#Cu7,1i:PRINT"X":#Cu4,15:PRINT"XI":#Ho:GOSUB20:G0TD70
370 IFPEEK(S1)=ASC("M")THEN110
380 IFPEEK(SI)=ASC("S")THENP0KES1,SO:G0SUB20:SI=SO:G0SUB20:G0T0420
390 I FPEEK (SIX >ASC ( "H") THENP0KES1, SO: GOTO 100
400 F0RI=0T04:G0SUB5O;HI=HI+S1:G0SUB50:IFHI=62THENHI=2
410 NEXT:G0T070
420 IFPEEK (SIX >ASC( "S")THEN420
430 POKES1,SO:SE=SZ:G0T070 

OK

produced an
Video 80/82 
display. We 
’Thank you very much*

IX£
V 1,111 Vo

lt’s interesting to note that extensive 
tests have shown that this clock, which 
is system reliable, runs accurately 
over extended periods if set correctly 
in the first instance. We give credit 
where it is due and say that Raytel has 
provided us with his expertise to 
produce a fine example of exact Basic 

•^programming to produce these results.
The combintion of mathamatics plus
graphics and programming structure have 

excellent combination of 
and Microtan system 

at Tug salute you and say 
!’ . Eric!



Microtan 65
FOR S^L_E =

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444
TANRAM with 16K of memory - 35,00 pounds

44 ORIC’LE RECORDER 44
Telephone Mr Ellis on COPSALL (09074) 5130

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444
FOR S«L_E = —

Mi crotan

PSU.

250.OO pounds ono.

Telephone Mr Savage on Milton Keynes (0908) 315418

FDR SALE:—

Sc op ex325.00 pounds,

Telephone John on Tewkesbury 72896 (evenings)

FDR SALE:—

(cased), Keypad,

p> ound <s ono

Telephone Mr Benson on Hemel Hempstead (0438) 42887

FOR SALE:—

for VDU anddiagrams

300.OO pour»d

Will consider spliting providing all items can be sold.

Telephone Dennis on Frodsham (0928) 31784

4444 44 4444444444444444 444444444444444444 444444

OFFERS 44SHOWSPECIAL44

44 # 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 4444 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44
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! f you 
hure I

Tanex 
inch < 
extras

buired 
know 
under

We appreciate that some of 
live in remote regions or 
the time out to attend.

Tanram, new type 
very smart, 

clock, Columbia

and 
monitor, 

> eg,

UJ FERGUSON

One joins up with Cosmic 
in the Orient!
ORIC has formed a new com
pany to manufacture and sell 
its computers in Japan and 
South East Asia.

The new venture —- Oric 
Japan — is half-owned by Oric 
Products and half-owned by a 
consortium including one of 
Oric s far east manufacturers 
and Cosmic, a Japanese retail 
chain.

Oric’s manufacturers are 
making the necessary changes

to the machine to operate 
with Japan's NTSC television 
system and Oric are also de
veloping software which will 
run using the Japanese Kana 
character set.

Sales of the Oric computer 
in Japan are planned to com
mence in July.
• It is also hoped that a ver
sion of the NTSC Oric will be 
produced by the same manu
facturer for sale in the U.S.

'®sumMERv mW!

JttlC

Microtan 65, Tanex, XBUG, BASIC, Keyboard 
12 slot SMB in case.
F‘ri<-r'= — 200-00

w

i must recorder your Oric'les onto tape it pays to make 
they're recorded properly with a back-up copy.

Following the usual tradition TUG is making its 'Special Show 
Offers' available to its members who have been unable to get 
to the major exhibitions namely the 'Computer Fair' at Earls 
Court this month. We appreciate that some of our members 

their circumstances don’t permit them 
Please check with us before placing an 

order just in case stocks are our.

Microtan 65 with new monitor (old one as spare), Tanex with 
8K RAM, BASIC, XBUB, PBM Toolkit. PGM board. Video 80/82 
Board with 8K RAM. All housed in 14" green screen monitor 
with keyboard and power supplies.
Complete with manuals and circuit 
Keyboard.

cope quite cffeciently is a new 
This machine appears to be so 

we felt certain that you'd want to 
This super reliable recorder goes 

The makers

Microtan 65, fu’ly expanded 
keyboard, in VDU > ase with 9 
complete document,..tion, many 
etc. Half price at 450.00 pounds. 
ALSO:- Centronics 739 printer 
oscilloscope - 85.00 pounds.

One such device that seems to' 
recorder being used at TUG H.Q. 

to our Oric'les that 
about it right away.
the strange name of 'Ferguson' Model 3T27.

clam. that it is quite suitable lor connection to the T199 micro's 
whi- ii makes it just about right for us. A Plus in its favour is 

price, at around £23.00 from the Comet warehouse chain 
. ;n li makes Lins seem a lot better value than those claiming 
icrc than forty quid a throw for the same job. Your Oric 

needs all the help you can give it!
Automatic recording level - Tape counter - DIN connection etci-

65 (issue 1), Tanex (issue 2),XBUG, Space Invaders 
ROM, PGM, PGM Toolkit, 8K RAM on Tanex. 2K RAM (6116) on 
’home brew’ RAM card (takes up to 16K). Star Devices Mklll 
Keyboard, Hex Keypad/Games Panel. PSU. All rack mounted. 
All manuals, and some software.

- "Oric Products International will be mounting a summer 
promotion from I July until mid-Septembcr offering a start
up pack of software valued at £40 absolutely free with 
every 48K machine sold.
The software package will contain four tapes - Home 
Finance, Teach Yourself BASIC, Oric Flight and Multi 
Games. Although the titles are subject to change the 
proportions of one home business, one educational and two 
games programs will remain unchanged. Oric-1 ()8K retails 
for £169.95 (inc. VAT).
The 16K Oric-1 - due in retail outlets from early July 
onwards - will also be sold with a software pack (vafued at 
£30) containing adaptations of the programs produced for 
the 9SK. Once again there will be one home business 
program, one educational one and two games tapes. The 
I6K plus software package will retail at £129.95 (inc. VAT). 
"The Oric-1 micro computer has generated excellent sales 
ar home and overseas" explains Sales Director, Peter 
Harding. "Retailers and consumers alike have identified the 
superior specif ication of the product which is unrivalled by 
any other home computer costing less than £200. Our 
inclusive computcr/sof tware package will provide rhe end 
user with equipment and software which we believe to be 
unmatched in terms of price as related to overall 
capability".
Oric-1 is on sale in branches of W.H.Smith, Dixons, Greens, 
Laskys. Micro C. Spectrum, Microperipherals, Computers for 
All and specialist cutlets throughout rhe country.” -



7.7.7.7.X7.7.7.7.7. DRIC-1 SOFTWARE STATION 7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.
DATA CASSETTES C2O’ s Pac P o-F 1 O

6-00 pounds + VAT.
HELLS TEMPLE A MAMMOTH ADVENTURE PROGRAM-
HAS FULL COLOUR GRAPHICS AND SOUND. FOR 48K MACHINES ONLY 12.00 pounds

& POWERFUL DATA BASE SYSTEM

12.00 poundsf

EXTENSION SYSTEM MONITOR

TBA

FORTH

TBA

ORIC—1 HARDWARE STATION XXXXXXXXXX

Coming soon :

THE OR I C 1 MULT I BOARD

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED FOR YOUR ORIC,

TOY STICKS AND INTERFACE

44444444444444444444444444 44

4* TUG VENUES 44

444444 444444444444444444 4444

here are the datesus, of the

From 11.00 an to 5.00pm on; -
Saturday 16th July, 1983.

Saturday 13th August, 1983.

NEWSLETTER BACH: I SSUES

Most issues are available at

******************************************
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I

For those of you who have thought about visiting 
next two tug meetings

Marks centre, St. Marks road, Worle. All 
or bring your equipment along.

Both meetings will be held at the St. 
members are quite welcome to come for a chat

a cost of 1.00 pound + 17p Postage.



MICROTAN 65 COUNTER « « « « 4» « <t> «£»
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS
Software:—

(Toolkit Version)DONJON - 2BK

F^SS ASSEMBLEREL) I TOR

PROCESSOR>< WORDCOLUMBIA M

30.00 pounds + VAT.CASSETTE + MANUAL
EORTH

20.50 pounds + VAT.CassetteEDITOR + MACRO ASSEMBLER + MANUAL

TANTEL>< SOFTWARE FORRAYTEL = —

22.50 pounds + VAT.CASSETTE + MANUAL

each Inc.T . 50 poundsPROGRAMSNEWSLETTER

o-F 1 OPac kC O ’CASSETTESDATA

6.00 pounds + VAT.
— 25 —

32 - Hex in & Basin
31 - Resistor Network & Advanced Video Graphics
30 - Video 80/82 Printout (Source Code) & Kings and Queens
29 - Cube Hater & Fault Finder
28 - Alien Robots & Biorhythms

...10.00 pounds + VAT. 

...10.00 pounds + VAT. 

...10.00 pounds ♦ VAT. 

...10.00 pounds + VAT. 

....3.75 pounds + VAT. 

....6.00 pounds + VAT. 

....4.00 pounds + VAT. 

....5.00 pounds + VAT. 

....3.00 pounds + VAT. 

....5.62 pounds + VAT. 

....5.00 pounds + VAT. 

....4.50 pounds + VAT. 
-...4.50 pounds + VAT. 
....5.00 pounds + VAT. 
....5.00 pounds + VAT. 
....5.00 pounds + VAT. 
....5.00 pounds + VAT. 
...17.00 pounds + VAT. 
...12.50 pounds + VAT. 
....8.90 pounds + VAT. 
...15.00 pounds + VAT. 
...10.00 pounds + VAT. 
....4.00 pounds + VAT. 
....5.00 pounds + VAT. 
....3.45 pounds + VAT. 
....6.50 pounds + VAT. 
....5.00 pounds + VAT. 
....5.00 pounds + VAT. 
...12.50 pounds + VAT. 
...15.00 pounds + VAT. 
...12.50 pounds + VAT. 
...15.00 pounds + VAT.

30.00 pounds + VAT.
26.00 pounds + VAT.

EPROM + MANUAL...
CASSETTE + MANUAL

BASIC.... 
BASIC.... 
.Cassette 
.Disk.... 
.Cassette 
.Disk....

I

7K M/CODE 
7K M/CODE 
7K M/CODE 
7K M/CODE 
2K M/CODE 
2K M/CODE 
.B/M/CODE
6K M/CODE 
...M/CODE 
3K M/CODE 
...M/CODE 
...M/CDDE 
.B/M/CODE

FULL GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
PGM! GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS.... 
PGM' GRAPHICS.... 
FULL GRAPHICS,... 
DATA FORMAT....  
DATA FORMAT....

ASTEROIDS.......
SHUTTLE LANDER.... 
DIVE BOMBER.....
MERCY DASH........ 
SPACE INVASION.... 
GALAXIANS.......
3D MAZE..........
HI-LO...........
NIM.............
SHOCKWAVE.......
DEMOLITION......
SLALOM..........
SPACE FIGHTER...
VIDEO CHESS PIECES 
REVERSE ASCII CHAR SET..........
PACK II.... M/CDDE..... MAZE.. DRAW
PACK IIII. .M/CODE..... ALIEN.-PUZZEL.....................
HOME FINANCE... A SUPERIOR ACCOUNTS PACKAGE FDR THE MICROTAN
TANTYPE...........BASIC - TOUCH TYPING TUTOR.............
P.G.M. AID........ BASIC - P.G.M. DESIGN AID..............
MULTIPURPOSE RECORD FILES................................
MUSIC COMPILER..... M/CODE......FULL GRAPHIC DISPLAY......
HOUSE OF DEATH..... BASIC 7K ADVENTURE...................
HOARDES OF CHADS... BASIC 6K ADVENTURE...................
GRAVEYARD GHOULS + METEOR STRIKE.......BASIC FUN PACK.....
FROGGER.............. M/CDDE.... PGM! GRAPHICS
OTHELLO....(Requires Video Module + Toolkit) 
AWARI.... (Requires Video Module + Toolkit)
DONJON - 38K BASIC ADVEFTURE.............


